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Abstract
Alternative drive concepts for trucks represent a highly
promising way of reducing environmental pollution from road
freight traffic. There are numerous proposals and pilot schemes
pointing to the replacement of fossil fuel diesel by more
sustainable energy sources. Along with drive chain
electrification, it is a matter here of deploying alternative natural
(gas) and synthetically generated fuels (eFuels) in combustion
engines that might have to be modified. Given that a multitude of
parameters on final energies, vehicle and travel route/ ambient
conditions enter into the consumption calculation, it is usually
difficult to compare the various drive concepts based on
individually gauged consumptions/emissions. It is therefore
proposed assessing the comparison on the basis of the same
vehicle platform under practically the same deployment and
route parameters. In other words, in order to examine an
alternative energy as to its efficiency, only the vehicle drive
chain is replaced - everything else remains as it is! The Fe
coefficient in the heading is formulated to afford a simplified
comparison of the various drive concepts under the above
general conditions. Going into the Fe coefficient in each instance
is solely the mean drive efficiency over the route ηE-N and the
payload to total load ratio under full capacity utilisation ηkon
(design efficiency). The calculated Fe coefficient provides
information on consumption. The greater the Fe the higher the
consumption. Under the same vehicle platform - and with
consideration given to the above general conditions - the Fe
coefficients of the various drive variants can be related one to the
other and, in this way, the increase or decrease in consumption as
against, for instance, the diesel benchmark can be established. In
conclusion, the Fe coefficient is used in three case studies to
assess the effectiveness as against the diesel benchmark of two
electric battery (Fuso eCanter, Tesla Semi) trucks and one LNGdriven Iveco Stralis NP 400 truck.
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Abbreviations
A- Cross-Section Area; DÄ- Diesel Equivalent; EE- Final Energy
Provided; EN- Useful Energy Supplied at the Wheels; FmassMass-Dependent Motion Resistance; Faer- Air Resistance; FeVehicle Efficiency Coefficient; HPDI- High Pressure Direct
Injection; I- Incline; TS- Tesla Semi; cW- Air Resistance
Coefficient; ee- Specific Final Energy Consumption; ep- Specific
Primary Energy Consumption; El- Electric; g- Gravitational
Acceleration; mtractor unit- Net Mass of Tractor Unit; msemitrailer- Net
Mass of Semitrailer; mChassis- Net Mass of Chassis; mbox body- Net
Mass of Box Body; mtail lift- Net Mass of Tail Lift; mEG- Net
Mass; mNL- Payload; mNL,zul- Permissible Payload; mges,zul- Gross
Vehicle Weight mCO2- Mass of CO2e-Emissions; s- Distance; vSpeed; α1- Drive Line Factor; α2- Route Factor; ηe = ηmot- Motor
Efficiency; ηe,opt- Motor Efficiency at the Ideal Operating Point;
ηE-mot- Energy Efficiency between Final Energy Supply and
Motor Terminal; ηE-N- Energy Efficiency between Final Energy
Supply and Wheels; ηE-N,opt- Optimum Energy Efficiency
between Final Energy Supply and Wheels; ηint-= ηE-mot + ηmot-N;
ηkon- Design Efficiency; ηmot = ηe- Motor Efficiency; ηmot-NEnergy Efficiency Degree Between Motor Shaft and Wheels; µRRolling Friction Coefficient; ρL- Air Density

Introduction
Traffic contributes significantly to the worldwide consumption
of fossil energies and associated environmental pollution. For
instance whilst in Germany the non-traffic sectors contributed to
the German climate protection plan being met between 1990 and
2014 by lowering the anthropogenic CO2e-emissions from 1.248
billion tons to 0.902 billion tons, the 0.160 billion ton share of
the traffic sector remained practically constant [1-2]. Irrespective
of the fact that both private and goods traffic have exceeded local
3
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pollutant limits for years now and that diesel vehicles will be
banned from city centres at some point in the future [3], the
German government is requiring traffic-induced CO2e-emissions
to be reduced to under 0.098 billion tons by 2030 [1]. Thus a lot
needs to be done to bring about environmentally compatible
traffic conditions in the remaining 11 years. As such, both the
vehicle industry and the road haulage/logistics sector are
currently busy working on a number of points for the
improvement of transport and fuel efficiency. The up-andcoming innovations basically follow the three mega trends of
automation, digitalisation and alternative drives [4].
In most instances, attempting to compare alternative drives
(Chapter 2) as to their efficiency is an intricate business. In this
respect, the idea in Chapters 3 and 4 is to devise an efficiency
coefficient (Fe coefficient) permitting an easy assessment to be
made of the efficiency of alternative drive chains in the given
truck under the same vehicle and route parameters. The
following case studies focus on electric battery trucks and those
with LNG engines. The purpose of the Fe coefficient is to assess
the efficiency of the 7.5 ton Fuso eCanter (Chapter 5), the Tesla
Semi (Chapter 6) and the 40 ton Iveco Stralis NP 400 (Chapter 7)
over their diesel counterparts and, in this way, to contribute
scientifically to the current pro & contra discussion. The article
closes with a summary, critical reflection and an outlook
(Chapter 8).

Alternative Drives in the Truck
Overview
The alternative truck drives subject is focussed on changing the
energy source away from mineral oil - as the scarce and
environmentally damaging primary energy source – towards
 Replacing diesel fuel in (correspondingly modified)
combustion engines with less ecologically damaging
alternative fuels like CNG (compressed natural gas with a
90% + methane share), LNG (liquefied methane), oxygen
and CO2-neutral synthetic fuels or
 Replacing combustion engines with electric motors with
electrical energy generated when the truck is moving from
4
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hydrogen (fuel cells), supplied by way of current collectors
from overhead lines or carried along in batteries.
Differences in the provision and/or storage of the energy source
(overhead line, fuel cells, batteries, tanks for liquids, pressure
tanks for gases, cooling), type of engine (combustion engine, el.
motor) and drive unit (mechanical, hydrostatic, electric) plus
differences in the energy densities of the energy supply possibly
carried along result in differences in the net weight and/or
permitted payload as well as different efficiencies in
transforming final energy into motion energy. Having to consider
all these factors can make a comparison of the vehicle
efficiencies a highly intricate one.

Electric Battery Drives
Whilst cars with electric drives - either as hybrids or fully
electric cars - have been coming from the belt for some years
now, e-trucks are either still at the prototype stage or have just
left it. Only as expensive conversions have e-trucks been in
evidence up to shortly ago. That has involved removing the
combustion engine-driven drive chain and replacing it with an
electric drive chain. But things have also been happening here.
Mitsubishi Fuso has seen its electric battery eCanter (7.5 tonner)
coming off the belt in a pilot batch (550 all told) [5]. And its
competitors (Daimler, MAN etc.) are also about to catch up.
Given that up to the fall of 2017 only electrifying distributor
trucks of a moderate range and a high stop-and-go share seemed
feasible, the surprise was considerable on learning in November
2017 that Tesla planned to bring an electric battery long-distance
truck (Tesla Semi) of a total 36.29 t weight and an 800 km range
onto the market in 2019 [6].
There is considerable speculation on the merits and drawbacks of
electric battery trucks as replacements for diesel vehicles. On the
one hand, it involves how electrical energy, if at all, can be
provided nationwide and more or less quickly “tapped”, on the
other, of how practical and efficient electric utility vehicles really
are compared to diesel trucks or those run on alternative
energies. The last question will be gone into with the example of
5
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the Fuso eCanter and the Tesla Semi.

Gas Engines for the Combustion of LNG and CNG
Iveco, Scania (Otto principle) [7] and Volvo (HPDI principle) are
equipping heavy trucks with gas engines [8]. The prime
functional difference of interest here between engines operating
on the basis of the Otto principle and those on the basis of the
HPDI principle (High-Pressure Direct Injection) is their
efficiency ηe,opt. [18, S. 20] indicates that fuel efficiency in
engines functioning on the basis of the Otto principle is down by
15 to 25% as against diesel whilst in [9, Page XVI] the talk is of
where optimized natural gas engines functioning on the basis of
the Otto principle they should ideally be able to attain up to 95%
of diesel efficiency. Should Iveco’s announcement of its new
Stralis NP 460 having “up to 15% lower fuel consumption” also
relate to comparable gas engines, then the new Cursor 13 NP
engine has an efficiency surpassing 90% of a comparable diesel
unit. In contrast, HPDI engines (self-igniter i.e. „liquid spark
plug“) have a fuel consumption which energetically is at the
same level as for conventional diesel engines [9, S. 63].
Basically, both process principles allow the use of LNG and
CNG although the engines have to be adjusted to the way in
which the natural gas is provided.
Accepting the fact of the different ranges, the design efficiency
ηkon (for ratio of max. permitted payload to max. permitted total
weight see Formula 9) differences between trucks with CNG and
those with LNG appear negligible. Essentially, natural gas
engine technology has only a marginal impact on comparing onboard vehicle CNG and LNG [9, Page XII]. According to an
LNG v. CNG storage mass comparison (gross: tare weight plus
natural gas mass) in [9, Page 34], LNG (gas pressure 15 – 20 bar,
cooled to -161.52 °C) - given twice the range - takes up roughly
the same space in gross terms as CNG (gas pressure 200 bar) but
with CNG weighing only half as much in gross terms. This
points to roughly the same gross weight of CNG and LNG
storage given comparable energy content and ranges. With the
available construction space seeming to be the limiting factor, a
truck run on LNG has approximately twice the range of one
6
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running on CNG. For a typical articulated lorry based on the
OC13 gas engine (302 kW) over a level stretch, Scania indicates
an approx. 1,100 km range and a 500 km range for LNG and
CNG technologies, respectively [7]. Contrasting with this, Iveco
indicates ranges of 570 to 600 km and 1,600 km with CNG and
LNG respectively for its fully loaded Stralis NP460 [19, S. 15].

The Energy Demand Calculation Theory
Modelling
The (final) energy consumption EE of a truck (Formula 1) is
conditional upon the work (corresponds to the effective energy to
be provided EN) which the vehicle has to perform along a
distance s between source and sink for overcoming the external
motion resistances Fges = Fmass + Faer with consideration given to
an efficiency ηE-N (cf. [10]).
1

𝐸𝐸 = ∫ 𝜂

𝐸−𝑁

∙ [𝐹𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 + 𝐹𝑎𝑒𝑟 ] ∙ 𝑑𝑠

(1)

The across-the-route s variable efficiency ηE-N of the power
transmission between the input of final energy from the tank and
the provision of effective energy to the drive wheels considers
the efficiencies ηE-mot between energy reservoir and engine, ηmot =
ηe of the engine as well as ηmot-N between engine and drive
wheels (Formula 2)
𝜂𝐸−𝑁 = 𝜂𝐸−𝑚𝑜𝑡 ∙ 𝜂𝑚𝑜𝑡 ∙ 𝜂𝑚𝑜𝑡−𝑁

(2)

By dispensing with the integer spelling and by entering mean
values over distance s Formula 1 can be transferred into Formula
3. The increase of the energy consumption EE due to a
divergence of efficiency ηE-N, i.e. principally that of the share ηmot
of the efficiency 𝜂𝐸−𝑁,𝑜𝑝𝑡 at the ideal operating point, is taken
into account by a (drive line) factor α1. It can also consider
consumption increases due to non-ideal operations e.g. constant
crawling speed under internal company transport operations.
𝐸𝐸 = 𝜂

∝1

𝐸−𝑁,𝑜𝑝𝑡

∙ [𝐹̅𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 + 𝐹̅𝑎𝑒𝑟 ] ∙ 𝑠

(3)

The mass-dependent mean motion resistance 𝐹̅𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 is calculated
7
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(Formula 4) by a (route) factor α2, the rolling friction coefficient
µR, gravitational acceleration g and the masses from vehicle net
weight mEG and payload mNL.
𝐹̅𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 = 𝛼2 ∙ µ𝑅 ∙ (𝑚𝐸𝐺 + 𝑚𝑁𝐿 ) ∙ 𝑔

(4)

Factor α2 takes into account (Formula 5) the share transformed
into heat from braking along the distance s after accelerating
and/or surmounting inclines by applying a mean fictitious
acceleration 𝑎̅ and/or mean fictitious incline 𝐼 .̅ The effect of not
converting any energy into heat from braking e.g. when
travelling at a constant speed on the level, as a consequence,
produces 𝛼2 = 1. 𝛼2 is reduced when kinetic/potential energy
placed beforehand into the system is recuperable under braking
conditions.
𝛼2 =

1
𝜇𝑅

𝑎̅
∙ ( + 𝜇𝑅 + 𝐼 )̅
𝑔

(5)

The mean air resistance 𝐹̅𝑎𝑒𝑟 arises (Formula 6) from the air
density ρL = 1.2 kg/m³, the product of cross-section area A and
air resistance coefficient cW of the truck and the mean vehicle
speed 𝑣̅ . The impact of wind is negligible!
𝐹̅𝑎𝑒𝑟 = 0,5 ∙ 𝜌𝐿 ∙ 𝐴 ∙ 𝑐𝑊 ∙ 𝑣̅ 2

(6)

Discussion of Vehicle Parameter α1 and Road
Parameterα2
The effect of using Formula 4 for the mass-dependent mean
motion resistance 𝐹̅𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 in Formula 3 and cancelling it as per α1
produces the connection between α1 and α2 under given energy
consumption EE (Formula 7).
∝1 =

𝐸𝐸
𝑠

∙[∝

2

𝜂𝐸−𝑁,𝑜𝑝𝑡
∙µ𝑅 ∙(𝑚𝐸𝐺 +𝑚𝑁𝐿 )∙𝑔+𝐹̅𝑎𝑒𝑟 ]

(7)

By plotting α1 via α2, the possible value pairs (α1, α2) for a given
energy consumption EE would create a sub-linear hyperbola
course in the top right quadrant of an axis cross with origin (1,
1). The maximum of α1 arises for α2 = 1 and vice versa. The
8
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higher the consumption, the further away the hyperbola is from
the origin and/or the larger become the maxima of α1 and α2.
In [11] the consumption of six fully loaded articulated lorries (40
t, Euro-6 standard), which the VerkehrsRundschau tested on a
five route-sectioned course of varying difficulties from 2014 to
2016, was analysed with Formula 3. The mean values for α1,max
(for α2 = 1) of the six trucks lay between 1.17 (easy-to-negotiate
autobahn) and 1.75 (road) whilst the mean values for α2,max (for
α1 = 1) of the six trucks lay between 1.39 (easy-to-negotiate
autobahn) and > 1.89 ( road).

Formulation of a Vehicle Efficiency Coefficient Fe
Vehicle efficiency is to be assessed for full capacity utilisation on
the basis of the specific (final) energy consumption eE in kWh
per transported ton of payload and km. Following change-over
and introduction of a design efficiency 𝜂𝑘𝑜𝑛 , Formula 3 can be
transferred into Formula 8.
𝐸𝐸
𝑚𝑁𝐿,𝑧𝑢𝑙 ∙ 𝑠

=𝜂

𝛼1

𝐸−𝑁,𝑜𝑝𝑡

∙ 𝜂𝑘𝑜𝑛

∙

[𝐹̅𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 +𝐹̅𝑎𝑒𝑟 ]
𝑚𝑔𝑒𝑠,𝑧𝑢𝑙

= 𝑒𝐸

(8)

The design efficiency 𝜂𝑘𝑜𝑛 stipulates the ratio of maximum
permitted payload 𝑚𝑁𝐿,𝑧𝑢𝑙 to max. permitted total weight
𝑚𝑔𝑒𝑠,𝑧𝑢𝑙 = 𝑚𝐸𝐺 + 𝑚𝑁𝐿,𝑧𝑢𝑙 (Formula 9). The larger the 𝜂𝑘𝑜𝑛 , the
smaller is the dead weight mEG to be moved. For instance, tanks /
batteries with energy sources of a comparable low energy density
result in a significant increase in vehicle weight mEG when
substantial vehicle ranges are to come about. Furthermore, the
net weight of pressure tanks, e.g. for storing liquid hydrogen,
should not be underestimated.
𝑚

𝜂𝑘𝑜𝑛 = 𝑚 𝑁𝐿,𝑧𝑢𝑙

𝑔𝑒𝑠,𝑧𝑢𝑙

(9)

Finally, the proposal is to introduce a vehicle efficiency
coefficient Fe to allow Formula 8 to pass over into Formula 10.
𝑒𝐸 = 𝐹𝑒 ∙

9

[𝐹̅𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 +𝐹̅𝑎𝑒𝑟 ]
𝑚𝑔𝑒𝑠,𝑧𝑢𝑙

(10)
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To be entered into the vehicle efficiency coefficient Fe is the
power provision efficiency under optimum operating
conditions 𝜂𝐸−𝑁,𝑜𝑝𝑡 , factor 𝛼1 and design efficiency 𝜂𝑘𝑜𝑛
(Formula 11).
𝐹𝑒 = 𝜂

𝛼1

𝐸−𝑁,𝑜𝑝𝑡

∙ 𝜂𝑘𝑜𝑛

(11)

The vehicle efficiency coefficient Fe enables drive variants to be
tested (for the first time) under the same vehicle (especially
aerodynamics, tyres, permitted total weight) and route
parameters (especially height profile, speed profile, weather
conditions) The smaller the Fe, the lower the specific energy
consumption eE or the higher is the vehicle efficiency per tkm
under given vehicle and route parameters.

Case Study 1 – Fuso eCanter
The Fuso eCanter is the first line-produced electric battery 7.5
tonner. It is fitted to the chassis of the corresponding diesel
version (FE 160) of the Fuso Canter, which is assembled in
Portugal [5, 12].
On the basis of the vehicle efficiency coefficient Fe developed in
Chapter 3, the intention is to compare the efficiency of the
electric drive chain of the eCanter with that of the diesel-driven
FE 160 Canter. This takes no account of the smaller range of the
eCanter and the scope it offers for braking energy recuperation.
Given that nothing further is known of the deployment
conditions - and for the sake of simplicity - the assumption at the
outset is that in operating the two vehicles no difference exists in
the mean deviation from the ideal operating point α1. Thus, α1
can be set to 1 in both cases.
The chassis load-bearing capacity of the eCanter is thought to be
9,000 lbs or 4,080 kg which is approximately 10% under that of
the Fuso FE 160 Canter (4,500 kg) [5]. The inclusion of an
additional 1,165 kg for lightweight van body and tail-lift reduces
the net load-bearing capacity (mNL,max) to 2,915 kg (eCanter) and
10
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to 3,335 kg (FE 160) and design efficiencies 𝜂𝑘𝑜𝑛 arise of 0.39
(eCanter) and 0.45 (FE 160). (Note: increasing the eCanter range
would raise the weight of the battery and, as a result, negatively
affect its design efficiency 𝜂𝑘𝑜𝑛 .)
The effect of continuing to set the efficiency 𝜂𝐸−𝑁,𝑜𝑝𝑡 of the
electric battery drive chain to 0.91 and that of the mechanicaldiesel to 0.38 results in Fe coefficients of 2.82 (eCanter) and
5.94 (FE 160) respectively. Setting the two Fe figures relative to
each other gives rise to a situation where - in respect of both
cases α1 = 1 - consumption of the Fuso eCanter per transported
ton and km is at least (without any energy recuperation from
braking ) 53 % under that of the diesel-driven FE 160. cf. Table
1.
Table 1: Vehicle efficiency comparison Fuso eCanter v. Fuso FE 160 (Diesel).

mchassis
mbox body
mtail lift
mEG
mNL,zul
mges,zul
ηkon
ηE-mot
ηmot-N
ηint
ηe,opt
ηE-N,opt
α1
Fe
B/A
Annotation
s:
1)
2)
3)
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[t]
[t]
[t]
[t]
[t]
[t]
[-]
[-]
[-]
[-]
[-]
[-]
[-]
[-]

A
Fuso FE 160 (diesel)
2.990
3)
0.865
2)
0.300
2)
4.155
3.335
7.490
3)
0.45
1
1)
0.97
1)
0.97
0.39
1)
0.38
1.00
5.94
[-]

B
Fuso eCanter
3.410
0.865
0.300
4.575
2.915
7.490
0.39
0.98
0.98
0.96
0.95
0.91
1.00
2.82
0.47

3)
2)
2)

3)
1)
1)
1)

Own realistic assumptions
Indication from ORTEN Fahrzeugbau
From literature [5]
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Table 2: Establishing payload break-even Tesla eSemi v. fictitious articulated
lorry (Diesel).

mEG
mNL,zul
mges,zul
ηkon
ηE-mot
ηmot-N
ηint
ηe,opt
ηE-N,opt
α1
Fe
B/A
Annotations:
1)
2)
3)

[t]
[t]
[t]
[-]
[-]
[-]
[-]
[-]
[-]
[-]
[-]
[-]

A
Fiktitious articulated
lorry (diesel)
15.00
1)
21.29
36.29
←
0.59
1
1)
0.98
1)
0.98
0.40
1)
0.39
1.00
4.35
→
1.00

B
Tesla eSemi
27.14
9.15
36.29
0.25
0.98
0.98
0.96
0.95
0.91
1.00
4.35

2)
1)
3)
1)

Own realistic assumptions
From literature [6]
From literature [17]

Case Study 2 – Tesla Semi
The Tesla Semi - referred to below as eSemi - is an electric
battery truck traction unit which with its total weight mges of
36.29 t together with trailer is reported to have a range of up to
500 miles or 800 kms [6]. Speculations are rife bearing in mind
that battery details are as yet unknown. To move the eSemi (µR =
0.0048, cW = 0.36) with its 36.29 tons on a level stretch at a
constant speed of v = 65 m.p.h, own calculations would point to
an electrical power output of 110 kW. A 500 mile range would
require an approx. 840 kWh battery capacity. Basing this on a
lithium-ion battery of a 200 Wh/kg energy density would entail
an approx. 4.2 ton battery weight (cf.[6]: „Analysts have
estimated the weight of the battery pack at perhaps 10,000
pounds“ (= 4.55 tons)). Given that the net weight of the Tesla
eSemi is unknown, the Fe coefficients (Formula 12) of two
articulated trucks are to be compared to establish break-even for
the loading weight mNL upwards from which the specific energy
consumption eE (in kWh per transported ton of payload and km,
see above) of the articulated lorry based on the Tesla eSemi is
12
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greater than that of a fictitious diesel-driven counterpart with a
net weight mEG of a customary 15 tons.
FeTS,el = FeTS,diesel

(12)

By incorporating Formulas 11 and 9, Formula 12 can be
unravelled according to mNL,TS,el = mNL,BreakEven (Formula 13).
𝑚𝑁𝐿,𝐵𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑘𝐸𝑣𝑒𝑛 =

1
𝐹𝑒𝑇𝑆,𝑑𝑖𝑒𝑠𝑒𝑙

𝛼1 ∙𝑚𝑔𝑒𝑠,𝑧𝑢𝑙

∙(

𝜂𝐸−𝑁,𝑜𝑝𝑡

) 𝑇𝑆,𝑒𝑙

(13)

Formula 11 - and with the technical data of the diesel-driven
counterpart in Table 2 taken into account - allows 𝐹𝑒𝑇𝑆,𝑑𝑖𝑒𝑠𝑒𝑙 to
be calculated to 4.35. As such, Formula 13 and the technical data
of the eSemi in Table 2 can continue to be used to calculate an
mNL,BreakEven of 9.15 tons (again in each instance α1 = 1). This
means that only when the payload proportion to the total weight
is under 25% does the eSemi use more energy per transported
payload and km than its diesel-driven counterpart This means
that the extra weight of the-eSemi traction unit resulting from the
4.2 ton battery weight (see above) is not of importance for
consumption as long as the reduced permitted payload of the eSemi has no limiting effect. Given an average weight per pallet
of what is usually under 200 kg and double-storey loading, a
maximum required payload of mNL,max = 66∙0.2 t = 13.2 t << 25 t
= mNL,zul of a conventional 40 t articulated lorry can be reckoned
with for groupage freight carriers!

Case Study 3 – Iveco Stralis NP 400
The Iveco Stralis NP 400 (294 kW) is an LNG-driven truck traction
unit with gas engine operating on the Otto principle. Two LNG
tanks with a total 1,080 litre capacity should “easily” ensure a 1,500
km range. The Stralis NP 400 with a 7,580 kg net weight only
weighs 200 kg more than the Stralis XP 410 - its diesel-driven
counterpart [13, 14]. Multiplying the 1,080 litre volumetric capacity
by the 0.423 kg/litre density of LNG at the evaporation point (–
161,52 °C) [15] results in a tank capacity of just under 460 kg LNG
or with a lower calorific value of 13.98 kWh/kg [16] an energy
content of 6,430 kWh or with 9.97 kWh/litreDÄ [16] an equivalent
13
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of 645 litres of diesel. Resulting from a 1,500 km range under full
load (see above) is a very conservatively set mean consumption of
645/ 15 = 43 litres DÄ/100 km. As a comparison, in [9, S.65 and S.
68] an energy demand of 383 kWh/ 100 km or 38.4 litre DÄ is
indicated for a 40 tonner with gas engine as against a 31 litre
consumption of its diesel-driven counterpart. This means that the
gas engine efficiency continues to attain only 31/ 38.4 = 80 % of the
efficiency of the diesel engine, whilst in [9], see above, the talk
ideally is of up to a 95% efficiency of the diesel engine.
Table 3: Vehicle efficiency comparison 40 tonner Stralis NP 400 with ηe,opt =
0.38 v. Stralis XP 420 (Dies.).

mtractor unit
msemitrailer
mEG
mNL,zul
mges,zul
ηkon
ηE-mot
ηmot-N
ηint
ηe,opt
ηE-N,opt
α1
Fe
B/A
Annotations:
1)
2)
3)
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[t]
[t]
[t]
[t]
[t]
[-]
[-]
[-]
[-]
[-]
[-]
[-]
[-]
[-]

A
40 t diesel
7.380
7.420
14.800
25.200
40.000
0.630
1
0.98
0.98
0.40
0.39
1.00
4.05
1.06

2)
1)

1)
1)
1)

B
40 t LNG (Otto)
7.580
2)
7.420
1)
15.000
25.000
40.000
0.625
1
1)
0.98
1)
0.98
0.38
3)
0.37
1.00
4.30

Own realistic assumptions
From literature [13]
From literature [9]
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Table 4: Vehicle efficiency comparison 40 tonner Stralis NP 400 with ηe,opt =
0.32 v. Stralis XP 420 (Dies.).

mtractor unit
msemitrailer
mEG
mNL,zul
mges,zul
ηkon
ηE-mot
ηmot-N
ηint
ηe,opt
ηE-N,opt
α1
Fe
B/A
Annotations
:
1)
2)
3)

[t]
[t]
[t]
[t]
[t]
[-]
[-]
[-]
[-]
[-]
[-]
[-]
[-]
[-]

A
40 t diesel
7.380
7.420
14.800
25.200
40.000
0.630
1
0.98
0.98
0.40
0.39
1.00
4.05
1.26

2)
1)

1)
1)
1)

B
40 t LNG (Otto)
7.580
2)
7.420
1)
15.000
25.000
40.000
0.625
1
1)
0.98
1)
0.98
0.32
3)
0.31
1.00
5.10

Own realistic assumptions
From literature [13]
From literature [9]

The result of recording the efficiency 𝜂𝑒,𝑜𝑝𝑡 of the LNG engine
once with 0.38 = 0.95 ∙ 0.40 and once with 0.32 = 0.80 ∙ 0.40 are
Fe coefficients of the LNG traction unit of 4.3 and 5.1
respectively as against a 4.05 Fe coefficient for the diesel-driven
counterpart (𝜂𝑒,𝑜𝑝𝑡 = 0.40). Setting the Fe coefficients relative to
one another results in that - for all instances of α1 = 1 - the
consumption of the gas-driven articulated lorry per transported
ton and km is approx. 6% or 26% higher than that of the dieseldriven articulated lorry. Cf. Tables 3 and 4! (Note: even when
this comparison of the specific final energy demand eE in kWh
(tank-to-wheel) is unfavourable towards the fossil natural gas
driven truck (NG), it still does not say anything about its
environmental friendliness - in particular on its admixture with
biogas. Compare in this respect [9, S. 2-69 – 2-70]).

15
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Conclusion, Critical Reflection, Outlook
As essentially a multitude of parameters (Formula 8) have to
be inputted into the energy demand calculation (Chapter 3),
comparing different drive chain trucks on their consumption
(and environmental compatibility) can be highly complex. The
answer is easy when replying to the question which generally
satisfies for an initial assessment “To what extent does the
fuel consumption per transported ton and km (under full load
capacity) change when the drive chain is replaced in a given
truck but with the outer shape and permitted total weight
(vehicle parameters) and the deployment conditions (route
parameters) remaining the same?” In this instance, it suffices
to ascertain the vehicle efficiency coefficients Fe as
developed in this article (Chapter 3) for the various drive
concepts (Formula 11) and compare them. The lower the Fe,
the lower the specific final energy consumption eE and the
higher is the vehicle efficiency in comparison.
But any simplification has its drawbacks. This kind of (initial)
comparison takes no account of possibly different ranges of
the vehicles which, under certain circumstances, necessitate
adjustments to the net weight mEG and/or the permitted
payload mNL,zul or the possibility of recuperating energy when
braking, which, in turn, results in a reduction of the specific
consumption eE.
The outcome of Case Study 1 (Chapter 4) concerned with an
(initial) comparison of the efficiency of the Fuso eCanter over
its diesel-driven counterpart in the shape of the pendant Fuso
Fe 160 (both 7.5 tonners) was one of the eCanter requiring
approx. 50% less final energy per transported ton and mileage
undertaken than the FE 160.
The outcome of Case Study 2 (Chapter 5) concerned with the
efficiency of the Tesla Semi compared to a fictitious dieseldriven counterpart is one of the electric battery Tesla-Semi
only needing additional final energy per transported and the
mileage undertaken when the payload share to the total weight
of mges = 36.29 t falls under 25 %, i.e. 9.15 t.
16
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The outcome of Case Study 3 (Chapter 6) concerned with the
efficiency of a gas-driven 40 t articulated lorry over its dieseldriven counterpart is one whereby - conditional upon the
efficiency 0.8 ≤ ηe,opt ≤ 0.95 of the gas engine (Otto principle) the final energy demand per tkm is 6% to 26% higher than for
the diesel-driven counterpart.
For simplification purposes, α1 = 1 was assumed for all the
three case studies. The risks inherent in the differences in
ranges were knowingly accepted. No consideration was given
to the recuperation possibilities of the electric battery
vehicles.
This article focussed on a calculation proposal to compare
specific final energy demands eE in kWhE/t/km. It goes
without saying it allows deductions to be made as to primary
energy demands eP in kWhP/t/km as well as CO 2e-emissions
mCO2 in kg/t/km.
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Abstract
This study discusses the evolution of climate change and the use
of indigenous methods of flood control in the Upper Nun Valley
of Cameroon. The local farmers of the Ndop plain have
developed and implemented extensive indigenous farming
systems as adaptation strategies to reduce the vulnerability of
climate variability over the years. However, these indigenous
methods of flood control have not been sustainable enough to
guard against severe flood incidences in the Ndop Plain as a
result of climate change impact. This paper examines climate
change evolution in the region and highlights some indigenous
adaptation strategies practiced in the Upper Nun Valley and the
benefits of integrating such indigenous knowledge into formal
climate change adaptation strategies. To ensure stability in food
production and sustain food sufficiency in areas where local
economies entirely depend on farming and the natural state of
the environment, it is important to investigate the indigenous
strategies put in place and the extent to which they combat
floods in the Ndop Plain. Field surveys, focus group discussions,
interviews, participant observation methods and secondary
sources were used to collect data from selected villages where
rice cultivation and market gardening products are on the
increase. Based on climatic data for the region, the simple
forecasting method using the forecasting line was used to predict
future changes in climatic conditions for the region and the
extent to which they may cause floods. The data collected were
analyzed in both qualitative and quantitative terms to provide
information for the discussion. The results reveal that changes in
temperature and rainfall have altered the climatic conditions of
the region leading to increased flood incidences in the Plain. The
paper posited that a sustainable adaptation mechanism should
take into consideration the widening of the drains as well as
minimizing the cultivation of crops on the drains which serve as
gateways to excessive water into the rice fields. The study also
recommends the need to incorporate indigenous knowledge into
climate change policies that can lead to the development of
effective adaptation strategies that are cost-effective,
participatory and sustainable.
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Introduction
Climate change is perhaps the most serious environmental threat
facing mankind world-wide. It affects agriculture in several
ways, one of which is its direct impact on food production.
Climatic change, which is attributable to natural climate cycles
and human activities, has adversely affected agricultural
productivity in Africa (Ziervogel et al., 2006). As the planet
warms up, rainfall patterns shift, and extreme events such as
droughts, floods, and forest fires become more frequent (Zoellick
2009). These result in poor and unpredictable yields, thereby
making farmers more vulnerable, particularly in Africa
(UNFCCC, 2007). Farmers who constitute the bulk of the poor
in Africa, face prospects of tragic crop failures, reduced
agricultural productivity, increased hunger, malnutrition and
diseases (Zoellick 2009). It is projected that crop yield in Africa
may fall by 10-20% by 2050 or even up to 50% due to climate
change (Jones and Thornton, 2003), particularly because African
agriculture is predominantly rain-fed and hence fundamentally
dependent on the vagaries of weather. As the people of Africa
strive to overcome poverty and advance economic growth, this
phenomenon threatens to deepen vulnerabilities, erode hard-won
gains and seriously undermine prospects for development
(WBGU 2004,Zoellick, 2009). There is therefore the need for
concerted efforts toward tackling this menace.
Agriculture constitutes an important economic activity in most
parts of the developing countries and the backbone of most
economies because of its contributions to economic
development. In Cameroon, about 70-80% of the population is
engaged in subsistence agriculture as a source of livelihood. The
crops cultivated are either consumed locally or exported to other
regions of Cameroon and beyond as far as Chad, Nigeria, and
Gabon amongst others. Ndop Plain in the Upper Nun Valley of
constitutes an agricultural cornucopia for the North West Region
48
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of Cameroon. It is regarded as the “bread basket” of the North
West Region and this is evident through the cultivation of a
variety of market gardening products such as vegetables, carrots,
green beans, cabbages and tomatoes just to name a few. It is also
popularly known for the cultivation of different species of rice
thanks to the flood waters of the Bamendjin Dam. As Lambi
(1999) points out, the swamps and the dam in the Bamendjin
watershed constitute an abundantly vast „water empire‟. The
diversified physical terrain of the Bamendjin area have
determined the different types of occupational land use systems
with consequent agricultural intensification.

The Study Area
The Upper Nun Valley generally known as the Ndop Plain,
whose topography is generally an undulating to flat landscape
does not provide ideas conditions for good drainage. Moreover,
this bizarre topographic setting is worsened by the fact that the
Bamendjin Dam was created and the flood waters periodically
migrate far above the projected flood plain which is exploited for
the cultivation of a variety of such crops as rice, popularly
known all over the country as the “Ndop Rice”, Irish potatoes,
vegetables, beans, cocoyams, okra, tomatoes and maize amongst
others. The net economic gain from agriculture within these
ecosystems is therefore usually monumental (Kometa,
2012).Even though farmers of the Ndop Plain have been bagging
a lot of profits from rice cultivation over the past years, the
situation is becoming too difficult as the adaptation to rice
cultivation tends to grapple strongly with the reoccurrence of the
River Nun Dam water overflows. Recent changes in our
environments and the ensuing changes in climatic conditions
have been affecting water levels and putting subsistence
agriculture at risk particularly for those countries like Cameroon
that depend solely on rain-fed agriculture for food supply and
consequently food security (Kometa, 2012). According to
MINADER (2009), this may be one of the reasons responsible
for low rice yields in the North West Region of Cameroon
despite government‟s effort to boost the annual rice production
to 950,000 tons by the year 2018.
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Climatic variations the world over have hit hard on the Upper
Nun Valley with heavy downpours that flood the Nun River
Flood Plain. This is evident in Table 1. This excessive
inundation of the flood plain has a negative effect on agricultural
productivity. The farmers of the Ndop Plain have known and
have learnt to live with mitigation measures that are largely of
indigenous knowledge. Although these farmers are adept to
flood recession agriculture, understanding the predictability of
climate variability in the flood regime and the maximum flow
levels is imperative as a prelude to planning for food production
and community food security (Kometa, 2012).
The Ndop Plain which is part of the Upper Nun Valley is an
open highland (1020-1200m) inter-montane plain of the North
West Region. This plain opens out to the south east through
which the River Nun flows. It is located between Latitude 5°40ʹ
and 6°10ʹ North of the Equator and between Longitude 10°15ʹ
and 10°50ʹ East of the Greenwich Meridian. The plain is
ensconced within the volcanic landscape of the North West
Region of Cameroon (Figure 1). It is a monotonously flat to
undulating landscape whose topography is broken either by
ancient granitic residual hills or volcanic necks.

Figure I: Location of the Ndop Plain Showing UNVDA Zone of Operation.
Source: Upper Nun Valley Development Authority, (UNVDA) Ndop, 2016.
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This plain is studded by numerous marshes or swamps into
which a host of tributaries unite to form the River Nun proper
downstream. The varied relief of the plain has an orographic
influence on the precipitation. Ndop Plain has an annual rainfall
averaging 1500-2000mm. Rainfall is the sub-equatorial monsoon
type with an annual average of between 1200mm and 2000mm.
The wet season lasts for approximately 8months, that is, from
mid-March to mid-November. The mean annual temperature is
21.3°C. The abundant water resources favour the cultivation of
rice which is a water-loving crop while the short dry season
favours the cultivation of market gardening crops in the rice
fields, following the recession of the water table.
The topographic configuration alongside the high amount of
precipitation received over the adjacent uplands contributes
significantly in generating seasonal floods on this plain
especially during the peak rainy months of July, August and
September (Kometa, 2012). This is particularly a serious
problem towards the Bamendjin area where the swamps and the
dam form an abundantly vast water empire which inundates the
flood plains (Figure 2). The Ndop Plain is studded by numerous
wetlands and pockets of salt springs into which a host of
tributaries unite to form the River Nun downstream (Lambi,
2001). The flood waters, especially during the months of July,
August and September, coincide with the growing period for
rice. This causes serious threats to farmers who suffer from crop
destruction and consequently some low yields.
Rice cultivation is a new innovation in the Ndop Plain that has
come to stay. As a result, farmers of this plain have adopted
indigenous farming strategies to guard against the adverse effects
of present and future floods events and to enhance agricultural
productivity in this part of Cameroon. This paper therefore
attempts a prediction of the future trends in flood occurrences in
the region and also examines the indigenous methods put in
place by the farmers to address the problem of floods in order to
enhance community food security in the Ndop Plain.
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Figure 2: The Relief and Drainage of the Ndop Plain, an Extensive Lowland
Region Showing the Inundated Area.
Source: (After Hawkins and Brunt 1965)

Methods of Study
This study adopted both the qualitative and quantitative research
approaches to collect information. The Ndop Plain consists of a
total of thirteen villages, namely, Bamessing, Bamunka, Bamali,
Balikumbat, Bafanji, Bambalang, Bamukumbit, Baligansin,
Baligashu, Bangolan, Babungo, Babessi and Baba 1. A cross
section of the population was sampled using the random
sampling technique to obtain their views on flood water levels
and their impact on rice crops as well as the strategies put in
place to fight against excessive flood events and their impact on
agricultural production in the region. Climatic data such as
rainfall and temperature values were obtained from the
Agricultural Post in Babungo and the UNVDA Head Office in
Ndop (Table 1). The study made use of the simple forecasting
method based on temperature and rainfall data from Bamendjin
to predict climate change evolution in the region. These
hydrological data were used to determine the amount and
intensity of rainfall for the region and how the amount of water
can enhance flooding. Direct field measurements and surveys
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were equally conducted to assess the various indigenous
adaptation strategies used by farmers to fight against frequent
flood events. Measurements of the length, width and heights of
drainage were done in order to determine whether or not the
drains could sustain the volume of water during periods of
floods. Data were equally obtained from the farmers through the
distribution of questionnaires in the 13 villages with particular
interest on those villages practicing rice farming on a large scale.
These include Bamunka, Babungo, Babessi and Baba 1. A total
of 150 questionnaires were designed. Fifteen questionnaires were
administered in the four villages and at least 10 in the rest of the
villages. The questionnaires were distributed randomly with no
cultural or religious bias. These questionnaires provided data on
the impact of too much water on rice farms and the indigenous
strategies advanced to mitigate the hazards.
The UNVDA which is a government parastatal that oversees rice
production activities in Ndop provided enormous data base for
the study. Semi-structured interviews with some officials of the
UNVDA provided data on the different species of rice produced
in the Ndop Plain and the production trends over the years. The
base line maps for the study were gotten from UNVDA
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Table 1: Mean monthly hydro-climatic data for the Ndop Plain between 1990
to 2009.

Climatic Variables
Evaporation Water
(ml)
level
Annual
(cm)
Average RF
CV
Tem
(mm)
(0°)
January
21.55
6.4
6.6
0
February
22.57
18.9
6.9
0
March
23.99
129
5.6
0.5
April
20
122
4
1
May
22.86
172
2.6
20
June
20.6
187
2
30
July
20.56
279.5
1.7
15
August
22.33
203.4
1.5
20
September
22.08
248.7
1.9
25
October
23.31
241
2
20
November
20.72
14
3.1
3
December
19.16
0.1
5.2
0
Total
259.73
1622
35.9
134.5
Mean
21.6
249.5
3.95
S.D.
1.5
103.1
2.1
C.V.
6.9
41.3
58
Source: Babungo Agricultural Post, Ngoketunjia, 2009.
Months

Conditions
Mean stage

105.8
86.6
151.7
156.3
145.2
142.8
168.9
153.5
156.7
133.6
85.3
171.9
1658.3
11.2
11.5
102.7

They also provided information on the impact of too much water
on rice production and the strategies they are implementing to
guard against the adverse effects of this climatic hazard. The
MINEPIA, Ndop, provided data for the different crops in the
region. Apart from these sources, most villages of the Ndop
Plain are blessed with Agricultural Extension Workers who work
in close collaboration with the farmers. These officials were
interviewed in order to ascertain some of the field observations.
The study has been illustrated by the use of maps, tables, graphs
and plates. The tables illustrate the trends in climatic changes
and flood incidences. The plates show the impact and indigenous
strategies which have been put in place.

Results and Discussion
This study assesses the climatic trends for the Ndop Plain over a
period of 25years and therefore predicts flood incidences in the
54
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Mean

8.6
12.1
39.8
36.8
54.4
59.9
79.2
61.8
74.4
94.8
10.2
6.4
538.3
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region and their impact on agricultural production. It also
investigates into the indigenous methods put in place to combat
floods in the region.

Evidence and Trends of Climate Change in the Upper
Nun Valley
Field studies revealed that the climatic conditions of the Ndop
Plain like elsewhere in the tropics have been changing as evident
from the climatic data for the region. Table 1 presents the hydroclimatic data for the region from 1975 to 2013. Predictions were
made from it in order to ascertain the climatic trends for the
region over the number of years. Figure 3 reveals that
temperatures for the region have been increasing in a fluctuating
manner. An exponential increase was recorded between 2005
and 2007 with highest temperatures recorded in 2005. Also, a
gradual reduction in temperature was recorded in 2011 which
shows evidence of temperature variability. This rapid increase in
temperature has been the major reason for the seasonal changes
in agricultural production in the Ndop Plain.

Figure 3: Average Rainfall Data for the Upper Nun Valley, Cameroon.
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Figure 4: Rainfall Data for Bamendjin from 1975 to 2013, Cameroon.

From Figure 4, it is evident that rainfall is decreasing in a
fluctuating manner. Field evidence therefore revealed that the
occurrence of floods in this region is as a result of increased
rainfall intensity within a very short time in an area that has
already been tampered with by anthropogenic activities. The lack
of vegetation leads to increased surface runoffs and consequently
flood incidences in the basin. The occurrence of floods can also
be justified by the fact that Ndop Plain is a basin surrounded by
hills. Water collects from these surrounding hills rapidly into the
basin which is also devegetated as a result of anthropogenic
activities leading to floods.
It is therefore clear from this future prediction that there have
been changes in the rainfall and temperature conditions of the
Ndop Plain over the years leading to severe floods especially in
the rice fields. This increased flood incidences over the years
have rendered farmers vulnerable. Numerous hectares of rice
fields have been lost to water as a result of increased floods in
the region. This loss has been responsible for a reduction in the
production of rice and other market gardening crops in the region
that depend on water recession for their growth. According to
Wassmann et al. (2009), rice is consumed by about three billion
people and it is a staple food for a large number of people on
earth. The number of consumers is expected to increase in future
because of the increasing population, rapid urbanization and
change in diets. This is the scenario in the Upper Nun Valley
where the population has been increasing without a
commensurate expansion of food production in a region whose
economy is purely agrarian. This explains the reasons why
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indigenous adaptation measures are put in place to guard against
crop failure in the plain.
Water is one of the most important requirements for paddy rice
production as it is grown in the lowland areas under continuous
flooded conditions. It is estimated that over 75 % of the world‟s
rice is produced using continuous flooding water management
practices (Van der Hoek et al., 2001).According to Sharma
(1989), the continuous flooding method is very inefficient as
about 50–80 % of the total water input is wasted. This waste
comes about as a result of uncoordinated activities in the rice
fields and failure to widen the drains in order to direct the flow
of water. This has been one of the major reasons for the
excessive flooding in the rice fields in the Upper Nun Valley.
Although paddy rice requires plenty of water for its growth, too
much water equally affects its productivity. Field evidence has
proven that there has been a reduction in agricultural output in
the Ndop Plain over the years as a result of increased floods.
(Table 2).
Table 2 presents the production of rice in the Upper Nun Valley
since the creation of the UNVDA. It is clearly evident that
besides the economic crisis of the 1980s, a fall in production
over the past years can be attributed to increased floods that
destroy hectares of farmlands together with the rice crop as it
was the case of the 84 ha of the UNVDA farmland in Babungo
that was destroyed by floods in 2015. The table equally reveals
that a tonnage of rice per hectare is at least 3tons/ha. This
therefore means that the 84 ha loss is worth the production of
252 tons of rice. 10,000kg of rice is equal to 1ton. So 252 tons is
equal to 2.520.000kg. Since 1kg of rice costs 120 FCFA, it
therefore means that the 2.520.000kg cost a phenomenal loss of
302.400.000FCFA per year, as illustrated in the calculations
below:
84x3=252tons
1ton=10,000kg
252tons=2520000kg
1 kg = 120 FCFA
Therefore 2520000x120=302.400.000FCFA
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The flooding was so severe that it led to the destruction of the
stretch of road linking Babungo and a neighbouring village,
Baba 1. This did not only reduce agricultural production but also
slowed down communication along the major highway linking
Bamenda and Kumbo. This is presented in Figure 5. Besides rice
failure, the farmers also suffer from the loss of other agricultural
products like maize, beans, tomatoes, okra, cocoyams, pepper,
and water melon amongst others cultivated in these rice fields
when the water recedes. According to Uphoff &
Randriamiharisoa (2002), increased floods result in the leaching
of soluble nutrients from the soil, blocking of soil microbial
activities, and reduced mineralization and nutrient release from
the soil complexes. This is so because too much water washes
away the top nutrients in the soil which are very important for
plant growth.
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Table 2: Production trends for rice from 1977 to 2014. Source: UNVDA, Ndop, 2016.
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S/N

Production
Year

N° of Rice
Farmers

Surface area
Cultivated (ha)

Average area per farmer
(ha)

Estimated production (t)

Tonnage
purchased

Purchase cost
(F.CFA)

Total cost
(F.CFA)

1

1977/78

2,500

824

0.33

2,884

1,310

42.5

55,695,000

2

1978/79

2,575

869

0.34

3,041

1,612

42.5

68,510,000

3

1979/80

2,404

774

0.32

2,709

2,246

42.5

95,955,000

4

1980/81

2,638

894

0.25

3,1295

2,433

55.0

133,815,000

5

1981/82

3,177

1,273

0.40

5,092

3,162

55.0

173,910,000

6

1982/83

3,225

1,231

0.38

4,924

3,900

62.0

241,800,000

7

1983/84

5,542

1,518

0.27

6,092

5,500

62.0

341,000,000

8

1984/85

6,400

1,753

0.27

7,012

5,753

78.0

386,686,000

9

1985/86

5,862

2,178

0.37

8,712

6,898

78.0

538,838,000

10

1986/87

5,687

2,058

0.36

8,232

6,124

78.0

477,672,000

11

1987/88

4,682

1,612

0.34

6,448

4,937

78.0

385,096,000

12

1988/89

3,475

1,087

0.31

4,348

1,608

30.0

48,240,000

13

1989/90

3,350

1,243

0.37

4,972

1,387

36.0

49,932,000

14

1990/91

3,754

1,215

0.32

4,860

2,448

36.0

88,128,000

15

1991/92

4,377

1,299

0.30

5,196

2,287

36.0

82,332,000

16

1992/93

4,386

1,247

0.28

4,988

2,445

36.0

88,020,000

17

1993/94

4,197

1,245

0.30

4,980

1,830

36.0

65,800,000

18

1994/95

4,554

1,426

0.31

3,565

0,733

53.0

38,849,000

19

1995/96

5,715

1,704

0.30

4,260

1,211

83.0

100,513,000

20

1996/97

5,617

1,744

0.31

4,360

578

84.0

48,552,000

21

1997/98

5,594

1,760

0.32

4,402

498

80.0

39,866,640

22

1998/99

6,741

2,009

0.30

6,966

584

80.0

46,727,120

23

1999/2000

7,026

2,225

0.32

7,787

139

80.0

11,131,840

24

2000/2001

2,195

1,740

0.35

6,091

1,194

80.0

95,520,000

25

2001/2002

6,930

3,045

0.44

7,613

1,515

90.0

136,350,000

26

2002/2003

7,698

2.076

0.27

8,304

505

90.0

45,450,000

27

2003/2004

7,474

1,877

0.25

7,508

-

-

-

28

2004/2005

6,731

1,531.12

0.22

5,575.48

-

-

-

29

2005/2006

7,248

1,881.61

0.25

4,704

-

-

-

30

2006/2007

7,814

1,572.1

0.20

6,282

-

-

-

31

2007/2008

7,939

1,828.22

0.23

6,398.77

8.45

90.0

760,770

32

2008/2009

8,578

2,169.28

0.25

8,677.12

-

-

-

33

2009/2010

10,814

2,634.12

0.24

10,536

1,832

110

210,000,000

34

2010/2011

12,122

2,984.7

0.25

14,923

3,134

110

489,863,840

35

2011/2012

12,303

2,970.51

0.24

14,900

-

120

-

36

2012/2013

12,303

2,942.13

0.24

16,500

4,800

120

-

37

2013/2014

13,123

3,303.25

0.25

17,000

3,711

-

-
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Figure 5: Map of the Layout and Areal Extent of the UNVDA Farmland
Destroyed by Heavy Floods in 2016 in Babungo, Ngoketunjia.
Source: Taichi &Tarsiwan, UNVDA Ndop, (2016) Area-84ha, Scale 1/50

Table3 and Figure 6 present market gardening crops cultivated in
the Upper Nun Valley and changes in some of the prices for
these crops. From Table 5, it is evident that the prices of these
agricultural products have been increasing over the years. This
can be attributed to an increased demand over a limited supply.
The fall in supply is a result of increased floods that tend to
reduce the production yields over the years. The Ndop Plain is an
agrarian economy whose population depends on the land for
sustenance. A fall in agricultural production implies a reduction
in the standards of living due to the fall in disposable income.
This scenario has not only affected the agricultural sector but
other development sectors of the region as livelihoods are
considerably based on agriculture. Because agriculture
constitutes the backbone of the economy of this region, the
farmers have embarked on indigenous strategies to fight against
60
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this adverse climatic hazard which this paper has attempted to
investigate and to propose better adaptive measures for posterity.
Figure 6 presents the fluctuations in climatic elements and the
variation in the production and prices of rice in the Ndop Plain.
The increase in the prices of the main crops cultivated is as a
result of flood incidences and the fall in food crop production
against increased demand. There is therefore the need for
indigenous adaptation strategies to guard against this problem.

Figure 6: Variation in crop production and changing prices of some basic
Commodities in the Ndop Plain from 1980 to present.
Source: Fieldwork, 2016.

Indigenous Adaptation to Flood Incidences in the Upper
Nun Valley
Adaptive strategies to climate variability must take into
consideration the indigenous approaches that the communities
are familiar with and which they can readily apply themselves.
In an attempt to portray the significance of traditional or
indigenous knowledge in the management of climate variability,
Easton (2004) identified three different ways of understanding
the concept of Indigenous Knowledge. The first approach
considers it as an inheritance from the past. The second approach
describes it as a representation of an alternative way of thinking,
typical of African cultures. The third definition considers
Indigenous Knowledge as a means to express what people know
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and create new knowledge from the intersection of their
capacities and development challenges. Indigenous knowledge is
conserved orally, transmitted from one generation to another and
communicated through proverbs, deities‟ beliefs, songs, and
spiritual practices, which encompass rules with dos and don’ts.
The study examined the nature of indigenous knowledge systems
and adaptation mechanisms for the management of floods in the
Ndop Plain. Over time, the local communities on the Ndop Plain
have developed local strategies to cope with the effects of
climate change and flooding and how to enhance agricultural
production.
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Table 3: Market Gardening Crop Production Data.
Year

Tomatoes
Average
production
Area (HA)
4985.8
5105.8
5331.6
5367.9
5395.3
1365
1366

Average
production
(Tons)
2006
16453.1
2007
16849.1
2008
17594.1
2009
31013.9
2010
31416.9
2011
27300
2012
27320
2013
19163
Source: UNVDA Ndop, (2017)
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Huckleberry
Average
production
Area (HA)
2576.1
2663.1
2728.2
2748.2
2762.3
3760
3763

Average
production
(Tons)
1288.1
1331.6
1364.1
2738.2
2807.2
5640
5645
1643

Cabbage
Average
production
Area (HA)
3444.5
3540.9
3747.4
3749.8
3755
4854
4859

www.videleaf.com

Average
production
(Tons)
6871.2
7081.8
7494.8
9135.8
9146
7281
7289

Okra
Average
production
Area (HA)
4399.8
4491.7
4601.1
4621.2
4626.7
4912
4916

Average
production
(Tons)
4296.1
4401.8
4514.6
6825.1
6940
7368
7374

Pepper
Average
production
Area (HA)
4508.4
4632.1
4828.3
4839.5
4849.5
3148
3155

Average
production
(Tons)
2209.3
4491.7
2373
4792.8
4802.7
6296
6310
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One of the ways through which the indigenous people have been
trying to adapt to floods is through the use of sand bags as
causeways to ease communication and to divert the water and
channel it into the stream. This has been successful to a limited
extent depending on the volume and energy of the water. The
creation of small canals at the upper course in the past often
diverted the water since the volume was small but with time, the
increase in the volume of the water has made it difficult for the
drains to effectively contain the volume of the flood water. This
was the case of the Babungo rice farm that was completely
destroyed in 2015 to the extent that cultivation could not take
place that year.
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Figure 7: Demarcation of rice fields with grass and bamboos to prevent water
from entering the farms. This is a crude and very vulnerable method of flood
mitigation.

Though the UNVDA came in to help by constructing a central
dig which serves as embankments and canals to block water
from entering into the farms from the upper part, it only helped
to reduce the volume of water. The problem was not completely
solved as it led to the destruction of the road linking Babungo
and Baba I as seen in Figure 4.The wetlands where rice
production is carried out have raphia palms with bamboos as
well as grasses that the communities adapted as a source of
building materials and building style to withstand the regular
devastating flood disasters in the rice fields. It was noted that the
communities take a cue from natural features in the areas to
construct their river banks. This is done through the compilation
of grass on the banks of the rice farms in order to increase the
height and at the same time not tempering with the depth of the
banks. These grasses are firmly supported with bamboos pinned
into the ground. The grass helps to prevent water from
overflowing the banks and also differentiates the boundaries of
each plot. On these banks, farmers plant elephant stock that
grows permanently on them. The roots bind soil particles
together thereby preventing erosion. It also prevents water from
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entering the farms. Water only penetrates when the carrying
capacity is exceeded or when the banks are week. The bamboos
are used to constantly regulate the flow of water in the farms.
These bamboos have pathways through which water can enter
the farms. During periods with excessive amounts of water, the
path way is blocked and during water deficiency, it is opened to
release water into the farms. The bamboos equally enable the
farmers to move on the banks into the rice fields. This is
presented in Figure 8. It is evident that these banks are too small
and consequently cannot withstand heavy floods during the rainy
season. The height of the canals that block water from entering
the farms is not above 40m.
In order to work towards floods mitigation in the Ndop Plain, the
indigenous populations have engaged in community
development through the help of Common Initiative Groups
(CIG). These groups contribute money and go to the UNVDA
for assistance. The UNVDA then supplies them with heavy
machinery like the excavators to dig canals to the desired depths.
This helps for easy circulation of water within the rice fields.
Once in a while, these CIGs go out to clean and widen the drains
through community labour in order to enhance water movement.
Community development in this region is very active and
dynamic. Through community labour, the main water channel is
dug. Any defaulter pays the sum of 1,500FCFA per day. The
banks are dug using hoes, cutlasses and pig axes. Once they are
dug, mud is put on them to the required height. The drains are
2m wide while the height from the surface to the main water dip
is 1.15m. When two channels meet, the gutters are widened more
than normal because the volume of the water increases. The
banks of the channels are also increased to 1m x 50cm so as to
prevent water from entering the farms. But most often, the sizes
of the drains are still not enough to contain large amounts of
water especially when two main drainage channels merge
leading to severe floods.
The rice fields are divided into plots and the drains are
constructed to enhance the free movement of water in and out of
the rice fields. The farmers organize themselves for the clearing
and widening of the drains. Field evidence shows that although
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community labour has played a major role in combating floods
in the plain through the construction of canals, the sizes of the
drains are very small with widths of 2m and depths of about
1.5m. The drains or canals vary in size, that is, 50cm by 50cm
in Bamunka while in Babungo, the distance is 2m by 0.9m. The
small sizes of these drains can be attributed to the fact that they
were built some years back when flood waters were minimal.
But today, as a result of an increasing watershed degradation, the
floods have exceeded the carrying capacity of the drains leading
to severe floods. It was also realized that the heights of canals
that block water from entering the farms are low generally about
40cm or thereabout. Figure 8 shows farmers on community
labour and the size of the drains they construct. Table 4 presents
some mechanisms that have been put in place to guard against
floods in the Ndop plain of the Upper Nun Valley of Cameroon.
Table 4: Coping Mechanism and Indigenous Technologies in the Ndop Plain.
Communities

Coping Mechanism

Bamunka

Financial assistance
from the
community
cooperative
Mutual support in the
community

Babungo

Baba1
Babessi
Bambalang
Bafanji

Mutual support in the
community
Mutual support in the
community
Mutual support in the
community
Mutual support in the
Community

Indigenous Technology/Local
Adaptation Strategies
Construction of wooden bridges,
mud and concrete embankments

Creation of pathways for water,
used of bamboos and grasses to
build embankments to prevent
direct water entering into rice farms
Culverts and gutters, Mud and
concrete embankment
Building on raised platform or pile
foundation
Culverts and gutters, Mud and
concrete embankment
Construction of wooden bridges,
mud and concrete embankments

Source: Authors’ Fieldwork, 2016
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Figure 8: Farmers on community labour in Bamunka, Ndop.
Note: The very small sizes of the drains in the rice fields.
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The construction of channels or canals in rice farms was reported
to be more helpful in controlling water logging in farms and to
drain water from the farms to overcome floods. However, since
floods cause damages on local infrastructure, local communities
have been constructing temporal wooden bridges to ensure
communication within and across the farms.
A lot has been done by the indigenous people of the Ndop Plain
to fight against the impact of climate change and to enhance
agricultural productivity. But field evidence proves that much is
yet to be done in the phase of changing technology for better
adaption. That is why in this study, some sustainable adaptation
strategies have been recommended.

Proposed Solutionsagainst Climate Change
Impacts and Agricultural Enhancements in
Ndop Plain
Rice cultivation is an important economic activity in the Ndop
Plain and an activity that has come to stay. As a result, measures
have to be put in place in order to sustain and improve upon the
quality of production. Field studies show that the instruments
used by the local communities to open the drains are local and
very rudimentary in nature, making it difficult to dig the drains
wide enough in order to contain the flood waters. The UNVDA
has come in to reconstruct the canals and the banks to about
30cm. This manages water by creating inlets into each
individual‟s farms using pavements made of stones. Planks are
used to block water from entering individual farms until when
the need arises. The canals prevent dredging and less water is
lost through infiltration. Through the CIGs, the farmers can
contact the UNVDA for necessary assistance. This would not
only ease the work but would create drains that can effectively
contain flood waters (Figure 9).
The community should clean the canals regularly and the sources
of water with tractors. The carrying capacity of the drains should
be increased through channel widening and deepening,
especially where two channels merge in order to enhance the free
movement of water. Through community labour, distributors
can be constructed to send water into the farms whenever it is
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necessary. During periods of water excesses, the water is
blocked from entering the farms while during periods of
deficiency, the distributors are opened to allow water into the
farms. Poor irrigation leads to the stagnation of water that affects
productivity. Also, farmers should discontinue the cultivation of
crops on the ridges constructed to demarcate the boundaries.
This helps to weaken the ridges thereby making them loose and
penetrable by the flood waters.

Figure 9: Drains constructed by UNVDA to guard against floods in the Ndop
Plain.

Above all, there should be the blending of Indigenous
Knowledge with Scientific Knowledge for successful climate
change adaptations. Ongoing climate change debates focus on
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how indigenous knowledge(IK) can be effectively integrated
with scientific knowledge (SK) and existing government policies
and programmes in responding to climate-related risks. As such,
the use of IK alongside SK is increasingly emphasized. Thus,
this article suggests that the attainment of successful climate
change adaptation indeed requires an integration of IK and SK so
as to benefit from the strengths of the two in a complementary
manner. In this regard, existing government policies and
programmes on climate change adaptation require an integration
of IK to complement the SK informed policies. It is clear that IK
which has been used by local communities for decades can
provide relevant information that will improve the government
based adaptation strategies on climate change. In the new arena
of sustainable development, there is a sense in the ongoing
discussion that the execution of different development projects
among the rural poor communities should consider the
integration of IK. As noted in Briggs (2005), IK has been
perceived by many as an alternative way of promoting
development in poor rural communities in different parts of the
world.
It is also worth noting that as the local communities find it
complex to adapt with climate change using SK like high input
agriculture and biotechnology, they have to continue relying on
their indigenous skills. Though, most of the IK could only be
applicable in the short term, the integration of IK and SK is
inescapable (Shemsangaet al., 2010). In this regard, local experts
with Indigenous Knowledge should meet with scientific experts
like the UNVDA extension staff, and policy makers to develop
harmonized adaptation strategies which stand as bridges between
their systems of interpretations. This integration should target
any existing gaps so as to add value to local adaptation practices
applied on the ground. Conversely, the local communities
proposed that the indigenous knowledge should be used more
widely alongside scientific knowledge in order to increase the
reliability and acceptability of overall adaptation strategies at
local level. Local communities need to be empowered to
recognize the relevance of their knowledge and how it could
contribute to reducing floods and adapting to climate change
impacts in Ndop Plain of the Upper Nun Valley of Cameroon.
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Conclusion
Extreme climatic events such as changes in mean climate as
characterised by droughts and floods have direct impact on
crops, and consequently, the local communities‟ livelihoods.
According to IPCC(2007), poor communities mainly residing in
Sub-Saharan Africa (SSA) are anticipated to be most vulnerable
due to their low adaptive capacity and high reliance on climate
sensitive resources such as water and the ecological systems. The
livelihoods of these communities are directly connected to
nature. Hence, a continued reliance on natural resources which
are greatly affected by climate change impacts presents lots of
pressure on them (Salick and Byg, 2007). It is as a result of this
that the local communities of Ndop Plain are adapting strategies
to guard against flood incidences in the Ndop Plain. Through the
use of their Indigenous Knowledge, local communities are able
to construct and respond to the impacts of climate change in
creative ways.
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Abstract
This paper assesses the impacts of high speed rail (HSR)
development in the Yangtze River Delta (YRD) Megaregion,
China. After giving an introduction and conducting a literature
review, the paper proposes a pole-axis-network system (PANS)
model guiding the entire study. On the one hand, the HSR
projects in the YRD Megaregion are expected to generate
significant
efficiency-related
transportation
and
nontransportation benefits. As a result, the spillover effects from
Shanghai and other major cities (poles) will greatly promote the
urban and regional developments along the major HSR corridors
(axes), and the entire megaregion will become more integrated
economically, socially, and culturally. But, on the other hand, the
HSR projects will also create serious social and geographic
inequity issues, which need to be addressed as soon as possible
in a proper way. This empirical study confirms the PANS model
proposed.

Keywords
High Speed Rail; China; Yangtze River Delta Megaregion;
Impacts

Introduction
China is building the world’s largest high speed rail (HSR)
network, which is expected to generate significant though
uneven impacts on its mobility, accessibility, socioeconomic
development, and others, especially at megaregional levels.
According to the “Mid-to-Long Term Railway Network Plan”
approved by the State Council in 2004, China will have a total of
100,000 km (revised to 120,000 km in 2008) of railroads by the
year 2020, of which 12,000 km (revised to 16,000 km in 2008)
are high speed rail lines with an average operating speed of
200 km/h and faster, linking all provincial capital cities and
those cities with more than 500,000 population [1]. For
reference, as of early 2008, there were only approximately
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10,000 km of high speed rail lines in operation in the entire
world, including about 2,000 km in Japan and about 1,900 km in
France [2].
Of all Chinese megaregions, the Yangtze River Delta (YRD)
Megaregion (1% of national land) occupies the most prominent
position in terms of its economic strength (20% of national gross
domestic products) and population size (6% of national
population). This megaregion is expected to possess about a
dozen of existing and proposed rail lines, including trunk
passenger dedicated lines (PDLs), intercity HSR lines, and other
conventional rail lines. HSR has its relative speed advantage
over highway and aviation for the distance between 100 miles
and 500 miles, which, to a large extent, matches a typical
megaregion’s geographic extent in the world. Because of this
reason, HSR network directly impacts the megaregionwide
development, and vice versa.
Following this introduction, the paper contains additional six
sections. Section 2 reviews the most important and relevant
literatures. Section 3 presents a research methodology guiding
the entire study. Section 4 describes the HSR lines traversing this
megaregion. Section 5 assesses the HSR-generated
transportation and non-transportation impacts from the
efficiency’s standpoints. Section 6 examines the geographic
equity issues associated with the HSR developments in this
region. Finally, Section 7 summarizes research findings and
draws conclusions.

Literature Review
Japan and Europe are the leading country and continent to
develop HSR technology. Both Japanese and European HSR
development experience indicates that HSR has the indisputable
transportation efficiency impacts. However, its transportation
equity and socioeconomic impacts are more controversial and
elusive [3].
In terms of its transportation efficiency, HSR can directly
achieve time savings due to its higher operating speeds. For
example, the Tokaido Shinkansen began service on October 1,
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1964, in time for the Tokyo Olympics. The conventional Limited
Express service took six hours and 40 minutes to travel from
Tokyo to Osaka, but the Shinkansen made the trip in just four
hours in 1964, shortened to three hours and ten minutes in 1965,
further down to about two hours at present.
Reference [4] finds that HSR directly contributes to a favorable
modal shift towards HSR train, based on his study on the French
Train Grande Vitesse (TGV) and Spanish Alta Velocidad
Española (AVE) operating performance. From Table 1, it can be
seen that HSR train and aircraft are direct competitors.
Table 1: Modal shares before and after the introduction of high speed train
services.
Mode

Aircraft
HSR
Train
Car and
bus

Before
(1981)
31%
40%
29%

TGV, Paris-Lyon Line
After
Change
(1984)
7%
-24%
72%
32%
21%

-8%

AVE, Madrid-Seville Line
Before
After
Change
(1991)
(1994)
40%
13%
-27%
16%
51%
35%
44%

36%

-8%

Source: [4-5].

In spite of its obvious transportation efficiency benefits, HSR
typically will not benefit different regions equally. Reference [6]
evaluates the impact of the future European high speed train
network on accessibility by reducing travel time between places
and modifying their relative locations. His accessibility
indicators consist of calculating a weighted average of the travel
times separating each node with respect to the chief economic
activity centers, and economic potential model. He found that
high speed train will bring the peripheral regions closer to the
central ones, but will also increase imbalances between the main
cities and their hinterlands. Reference [7] also analyzes the
accessibility impact of the Madrid-Barcelona-French border high
speed line, which finds that at the national level, the new line
will lead to an increase in inequality in the distribution of
accessibility, for the cities, which have greatest increases in
accessibility, are already highly accessible in the “without the
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new line scenario.”
Reference [8] conducts the entire Chinese HSR accessibility
study. Assuming with HSR and without HSR scenarios, [8]
calculates the weighted average travel time by region, HSR
access, and city size, which finds that: cities with HSR stations
receive higher accessibility benefit than non-HSR cities; and
larger cities receive more HSR benefits than smaller cities.
The HSR’s socioeconomic impacts are more disputable, though.
For example, the Japanese Shinkansen has generated profound
impacts on its service sector development. Between 1981 and
1985, the number of employees in information, survey and
advertising industries increased by 125% in the areas with both
express highway and high speed rail, but only by 63% in the
areas with express highway only [9]. In addition, the regions
served by the Shinkansen achieved higher population and
employment growth rates than those without direct Shinkansen
services. However, it should be cautioned that there may be other
factors prevailing in these regions as well that could support and
affect such an impact, and it is thus unclear if the Shinkansen
indeed led to the increase in growth rates or if the Shinkansen
was merely constructed in regions where higher growth rates had
already existed [10].
Reference [11] acknowledges that spatial dynamics are often
associated with the development of physical and social networks
in which the nodes (e.g., cities and towns) profit from
agglomeration advantages and scale effects. This means that
only those cities and places located in the immediate vicinity of
HSR stations typically reap benefits. [12] argues that a TGV link
is closer to that of an airliner than that of a traditional train when
one considers the lengths of journeys from city to city, the
seating capacity (and therefore the commercial objectives
regarding rate of utilization) and the means of operation (city A
– city B). The result is that the structural effects are centered on
urban poles and their immediate environs. Because of TGV,
Lille, which is the largest industrial city in northern France, has
been transformed from an industrial city to a commercial and
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business-oriented city. Many tertiary sector firms have been
using TGV services to travel between Lyon and Paris.
Generally speaking, positive spatial and socio-economic impacts
might occur at places connected to the HSR network, yet in those
places bypassed by the HSR, negative impacts usually occur
because resources are reallocated and gravitated to those HSRconnected places [13]. In another paper, [14] further points out
that core metropolitan areas with HSR stations may attract more
people and economic activities, while other small cities remain
left behind.
With regard to the relationships between rail investment and
economic growth, [15] cautions that rail investments do not
stimulate economic growth but influence “already-committed”
growth and rarely have a significant influence on development
patterns. Reference [4] warns that cities with bad economies
have a difficulty taking advantage of HSR, and may even suffer
economic decline. Therefore, HSR is not justified solely based
on economic development benefits because the benefits are not
great enough. Reference [16] cogently points out that transport
infrastructure investment in general acts as a complement to
other more important underlying conditions (for example,
economic externalities, investment factors, and political factors),
which must be met if further economic development is to take
place. In the meantime, the potential ability of transport
infrastructure investments to produce transport benefits, such as
travel time reductions, is not questioned.
Unlike aviation, which only impacts a flight’s origin and
destination metropolises (point effects), HSR generates line
effects as well. Reference [17] argues that the HSR not only can
be used as a substitute for air traveling, but also can link many
cities with an interregional accessibility, thus forming a
functional region. In Spain, the HSR network was initially
intended to strengthen the relations between distant metropolises
(e.g., Madrid, Barcelona, Seville), but it is also showing its
usefulness for smaller and closer cities that lie between
metropolises.
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In summary, there is no universally agreed-on consensus on the
socioeconomic impacts of HSR development, which vary from
places to places.

Research Methodology
This paper utilizes the economic potential model to quantify one
of the most important transportation efficiencies: accessibility.
According to [7], the economic potential is a gravity-based
measure widely used in accessibility studies. According to this
model, the level of opportunity (accessibility) between origin
node i and destination node j is positively related to the mass of
the destination and inversely proportional to some power of the
distance or travel time between both nodes. Its mathematical
equation is as follows:
Pi = ∑
Where Pi is the economic potential of origin node i; α is a
parameter reflecting the rate of increase of the friction of
distance (distance decay. α is assumed to be 1 in most studies);
Mj is the mass of destination node j (e.g., gross domestic
products, population); Tij is the travel time between origin node i
and destination node j.
With respect to quantifying geographic equity issues, this paper
uses the Pole-Axis-Network System (PANS) model originally
developed by Professor Dadao Lu, who is the renowned Chinese
geographer. According to [18-20], the “pole-axis system” is one
of the concepts concerning socio-economic spatial structure, and
a theoretical model for allocation of productivity, territorial
development and regional development. This concept was
developed based on the “central place theory” hypothesized by
German geographer Walter Christaller [21], the growth pole
theory proposed by François Perroux [22], and other regional
development theories [23]. In the national and regional
development process, most socio-economic elements are
agglomerated at “poles (yielding agglomeration economies)”
which are linked up by linear infrastructure to form an “axis.”
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Through axes, socioeconomic factors are diffused along axes
from poles to poles, thus turning nodal developments into
regional developments. It should be pointed out that both poles
and axes have hierarchical orders.
This paper extends this concept into the pole-axis-network
system (PANS) concept through an empirical study. As
illustrated in Figure 1, this schematic diagram assumes the
existence of four tiers of cities (its sizes are symbolized by circle
sizes) and three tiers of axes (Note: The Chinese province
typically has four tiers of cities: provincial capital cities,
provincial-ranked cities, regional cities, and county-level cities):
 Tier-1 city: the largest central city, connected to Tier-1, Tier2 and Tier-3 axes;
 Tier-2 cities: the large-sized cities, connected to Tier-1 and
Tier-2 axes;
 Tier-3 cities: the medium-sized cities, connected to Tier-2 and
Tier-3 axes; and
 Tier-4 cities: the small cities, connected to Tier-3 axes.

Figure 1: Pole-Axis-Network schematic diagram.

The PANS model proposed above can be applied to the YRD
area to quantify the HSR-induced geographic inequity degrees.
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Since each city is connected to different tiers of axes, this paper
defines the following city-level connectivity indices (CI) to
compare the HSR-induced accessibilities among different cities
(Note: Scale assumptions: Scale for Tier-1 Axis = 5; Scale for
Tier-2 Axis = 3; Scale for Tier-3 Axis = 1):
CI = 5*Number of Connected Tier-1 Axes + 3*Number of
Connected Tier-2 Axes + 1*Number of Connected Tier-3 Axes

Existing and Future Rail Lines in the YRD
Megaregion
Inventory of Existing and Future Rail Lines
Figure 2 and Table 2 show the alignments and characteristics of
the rail lines in the YRD Megaregion, respectively. In Figure 2,
the tiers of rail lines are determined based on the economic
densities of the cities these rail lines traverse.
The YRD Megaregion has or will have three types of rail lines,
all of which have been approved for construction by the State
Council through the National Development and Reform
Commission:
 HSR Passenger Dedicated Lines (PDLs): intermediate- and
long-distance trunk rail lines, with a design speed around
350 km/h. Examples: Beijing-Shanghai (Jinghu) PDL, and
Shanghai-Kunming (Hukun) PDL;
 Intercity HSR Lines: short-distance rail lines serving
neighboring cities within the megaregion, with a design speed
of 300-350 km/h. Examples: Shanghai-Nanjing (Huning)
Line, Shanghai-Hangzhou (Huhang) Line, Nanjing-Hangzhou
(Ninghang) Line. This type of HSR line is a new mode lying
between trunk rail lines and urban rail transportation,
belonging to the category of regional rail system as defined
by [24] and primarily serving daily commutes among
neighboring cities. Since the travel distance is normally
within 400 km, it takes no more than 2 hours to arrive at
destinations by using this mode; and
 Conventional rail lines: shared passenger/freight operations,
generally with a design speed around or below 200 km/h.
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Examples: Nanjing-Qidong (Ningqi) Rail Line, NingboTaizhou-Wenzhou (Ningtaiwen) Rail Line, XuanchengHangzhou (Xuanhang) Rail Line.

Figure 2: Alignments of the rail lines in the YRD Megaregion.
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Table 2. Characteristics of the rail lines in the YRD Megaregion.
Rail Line Name

General Orientation

Year Opened or to be
Opened
N/A

Comments

West-East-South

Traversed Municipality and
Province(s)
Jiangsu, Zhejiang. 202 km.

Changzhou-Suzhou-Jiaxing
(Changsujia) Line
Nanjing-Hangzhou
(Ninghang) Line

Northwest-Southeast

Jiangsu, Zhejiang. 251 km long.

2011 (Class I Double Line
Railroad)

Nanjing-Qidong (Ningqi)
Line

East-West

Jiangsu. 351 km long.

Nanjing-Wuhu (Ningwu)
Line

North-South

Jiangsu, Anhui. 92 km long.

2005
(Class I Single Line
Railroad. Phase I from
Nanjing to Nantong
completed)
1958
(Conventional Rail)

Design speed: 350 km/h.
Total construction cost:
¥23.75 billion yuan. 11
stations.
Phase II from Nantong to
Qidong has not started yet.

Ningbo-Taizhou-Wenzhou
(Yongtaiwen) Line

North-South

Zhejiang. 268 km long.

Shanghai-Hangzhou
(Huhang) Lines

Northeast-Southwest

Shanghai, Zhejiang. 172 km
long.

Shanghai-Nanjing (Huning)
Lines

Northwest-Southeast

Jiangsu. 301 km long.

1908
(Conventional Rail)

Shanghai-Nantong
(Hutong)
Xiaoshan-Ningbo
(Xiaoyong) Line

North-South

N/A

East-West

Shanghai, Jiangsu. 249 km
long.
Zhejiang. 147 km long.

Xinyi-Changxing
(Xinchang) Line

North-South

Jiangsu, Zhejiang. 561 km long.

2005
(Conventional Rail)

Xuancheng-Hangzhou
(Xuanhang) Line

East-West

Anhui, Zhejiang. 224 km long.

1992
(Conventional Rail)

Source: [25-26].
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2009
(Class I Double Line
Electrified Railroad.)
1909
(Conventional Rail)

1959
(Conventional Rail)

In planning stage.

Will be connected to
Nanjing South Railway
Station.
Design speed: 250 km/h.
Total construction cost: ¥17
billion yuan.
Its new HSR line (160 km)
opened on October 26,
2010. Design speed: 350
km/h. 9 stations. In
addition, the ShanghaiKunming PDL will also
traverse this segment.
This corridor will have two
additional paralleling HSR
lines. The ShanghaiNanjing Intercity HSR line
opened on July 1, 2010. The
Beijing-Shanghai Express
Railway traversing this
region will open in 2011.
In planning stage.
Now it is the Class I Double
Line Electrified Railroad.
13 passenger/freight shared
stations.
Design speed: 120 km/h.

Completed.
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Since Shanghai-Nanjing and Shanghai-Hangzhou rail lines are
the most important rail lines with the highest passenger
transportation densities in China and specifically serving the
YRD Megaregion, they are described at length below. See
Figure 3 for the rail line alignments and the major cities they
link.

Figure 3: Shanghai-Nanjing and Shanghai-Hangzhou rail lines.

Shanghai-Nanjing Rail Lines
The Shanghai-Nanjing Corridor has three roughly paralleling rail
lines: the old conventional rail line in existence since 1908; the
new intercity HSR line opening on July 1, 2010 (Huning Line);
and the southern Jiangsu segment of the new Beijing-Shanghai
PDL opened in 2011 (Jinghu Line). The old conventional rail
line will gradually be converted into a freight rail line. The latter
two HSR lines will provide exclusive passenger rail services. In
this way, the passenger and freight operations will be separated,
thus greatly enhancing the corridor’s total carrying capacity.
Table 3 lists those HSR stations along the Shanghai-Nanjing
Corridor.
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Table 3: Stations along the Shanghai-Nanjing corridor.
City/Municipality
Shanghai Municipality

Suzhou City

Wuxi City

Changzhou City
Zhenjiang City

Nanjing City

Huning Line Stations

Jinghu Line Stations

























Shanghai Hongqiao




Kunshan South



Wuxi East



Changzhou North




Danyang North



Nanjing South

Shanghai
Shanghai West
Nanxiang North
Anting North
Huaqiao
Kunshan South

Suzhou North

Yangcheng Lake
Suzhou Industrial Park
Suzhou
Suzhou New Area
Wuxi New Area
Wuxi
Huishan
Qishuyan
Changzhou
Danyang
Dantu

Zhenjiang West

Zhenjiang
Baohuashan
Xianlin
Nanjing

Due to their different service types, the Jinghu Line has a much
longer average station spacing (41 km/segment) than does the
Huning Line (15 km/segment). The former serves large cities
and through traffic, whereas the latter serves both large and
small cities, and local traffic between Nanjing and Shanghai. For
most cities along the corridors, the Huning Line Stations and
Jinghu Line Stations typically have different geographic
locations, with the former being located much closer to the
downtown areas than the latter. The Jinghu Line Stations are
typically the brand new stations built in the near suburban areas,
with a longer access time.
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Shanghai-Hangzhou Rail Lines
Like the Shanghai-Nanjing Corridor, the Shanghai-Hangzhou
Corridor also has three roughly paralleling rail lines: the old
conventional rail line in existence since 1909; the new intercity
HSR line opening on October 26, 2010 (Huhang Line); and the
northern Zhejiang segment of the new Shanghai-Kunming PDL
scheduled to be open in 2015 (Hukun Line). The old
conventional rail line will gradually be converted into a freight
rail line. The latter two HSR lines will provide exclusive
passenger rail services. Table 4 lists those stations located along
both rail lines.
Table 4: Stations along the Shanghai-Hangzhou corridor.
City/Municipality

Huhang Line
Stations

Hukun Line
Stations

Shanghai
Municipality





Jiaxing City

Hangzhou City










Shanghai
Hongqia
o

Shanghai
Hongqia
o

Songjiang South
Jinshan North
Jiashan South



Jiaxing South



Hangzhou East

Jiaxing South
Tongxiang
Haining West
Yuhang South
Hangzhou East

Same as in the Shanghai-Nanjing Corridor, along the ShanghaiHangzhou Corridor, the Hukun Line has a much longer station
spacing (79 km/segment) than the Huhang Line (20 km/segment)
due to their different markets served. The former serves large
cities and through traffic, whereas the latter serves both large and
medium-sized/small cities, and local traffic between Shanghai
and Hangzhou.
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Efficiency Impacts of HSR Lines
This section focuses on assessing the transportation efficiency
impacts of HSR lines, especially Huning Line and Huhang Line.
Both Huning Line and Huhang Line will generate significant
transportation and non-transportation impacts, as summarized
below.

Transportation-Related Impacts
The transportation-related impacts of HSR projects are multifold.
Below are some highlights.
Reduced Travel Times
The Huning rail line will bring travel time savings and an
improved accessibility to those metropolitan areas and cities
affected: Shanghai, Suzhou, Wuxi, Changzhou, Zhenjiang, and
Nanjing metropolitan areas. Compared to conventional train, the
HSR saves about 70 minutes of one-way travel time. Even
compared to multiple unit train (MUT) (D-series HSR train), Gseries HSR train still saves about 40 minutes of one-way travel
time.
The Huhang Line will also achieve one-way travel time savings
of 30 minutes (compared to multiple Unit train) and 50 minutes
(compared to conventional train).
Improved Accessibility
This paper calculates the HSR-related economic potentials of the
key YRD cities using the latest train schedules. See Tables 5&6
for details. Two scenarios are assumed: Fast travel time scenario
with the high speed rail technology assumed; and the slowest
travel time scenario with the conventional rail technology
assumed. This calculation confirms the findings of [27] that the
core areas of the YRD Megaregion (Suzhou, Wuxi, Changzhou,
and Shanghai) on the Jiangsu Province side reap more benefits
from the HSR development than the relatively outlying areas on
the Zhejiang Province side.
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Table 5: HSR-related economic potentials of the key YRD cities (fastest travel
time assumed).
City

Suzhou
Wuxi
Shanghai
Changzhou
Jiaxing
Hangzhou
Zhenjiang
Nanjing
Shaoxing
Ningbo
Taizhou
Source: [28].

GDP
(Billion
Yuans)
774
499.2
1490.1
251.9
191.8
509.9
167.2
423
237.5
421.5
202.5

Economic
Potential (EP)
307.95
276.08
214.36
171.50
129.46
128.08
126.59
122.03
85.49
49.89
36.57

Ranks of EP in
Descending
Order
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Table 6: HSR-related economic potentials of the key YRD cities (slowest
travel time assumed).

City

Suzhou
Wuxi
Changzhou
Shanghai
Jiaxing
Zhenjiang
Ningbo
Taizhou
Nanjing
Shaoxing
Hangzhou

GDP
(Billion
Yuans)
774
499.2
251.9
1490.1
191.8
167.2
421.5
202.5
423
237.5
509.9

Economic
Potential
(EP)
87.67
85.70
60.15
55.90
35.27
32.91
31.25
29.99
29.73
29.01
27.28

Ranks of EP

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Source: [28].

Enhanced Corridor Transportation Capacity
In addition to their significant travel time savings, both Huning
and Huhang lines will have separate passenger operations (using
new lines) from freight operations (using existing lines), thus
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greatly enhancing the transportation capacity of both corridors,
relieving overcrowding and delays caused by sharing rail rightsof-ways.
Improved Intermodal Connection
The HSR lines will help improve intermodal connection in many
hub cities, especially Shanghai, Nanjing, Hangzhou, Suzhou, and
Wuxi. Take Shanghai for example. As one of the eastern termini
of the Huning Line, Shanghai Hongqiao Airport Terminal 2 has
become a multimodal interchange station among four high speed
rail lines (Beijing-Shanghai PDL, Shanghai-Hangzhou Intercity
HSR Line, Shanghai-Wuhan-Chengdu PDL, Hukun PDL), two
Shanghai Metro subway lines (Line 2 and Line 10), and
Hongqiao International Airport.

Non-Transportation-Related Impacts
The non-transportation-related impacts are described in this
section.
Strengthened Nodal Transit-Oriented Development (TOD)
The Huning Line traverses the entire Southern Jiangsu Province,
which is at the core of the Shanghai Megaregion (the largest and
most developed one in China). Those cities and areas located in
the immediate vicinity of HSR train stations are primary
beneficiaries of this new transportation alternative.
In Hangzhou, the City East New Town is the HSR terminal area.
At present, this area primarily serves as a transportation terminal.
Its other functions in tourism, logistics, business and
entertainment have not been fully played yet. Due to the opening
of HSR, Hangzhou and Shanghai have formed a one-hour
transportation circle. Many tourists may tour Hangzhou during
daytime and stay in Shanghai at night. Therefore, Hangzhou’s
hotel business may be negatively impacted.
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Reinforced Corridor Spillover Effects
Table 7 shows the economic strength and density of the cities
traversed by HSR lines. Economic strength and economic
density (preferred indicator) are measured by total 2009 GDP,
and 2009 GDP/km, respectively. From this table, it can clearly
be seen that: 1) Nanjing-Hangzhou (Ninghang) Line, ShanghaiHangzhou (Huhang) Line, and Shanghai-Nanjing (Huning) Line
encompass the triangular-shaped area with the strongest
economy. The cities traversed by these three lines had the
highest total GDPs in 2009; 2) Shanghai-Hangzhou (Huhang)
Line and Shanghai-Nanjing (Huning) Line are associated with
the highest economic densities. Therefore, these two lines
traverse the most important transportation corridors and can be
regarded as Tier-1 rail corridors. Due to its much shorter length,
the Huhang Line had a slightly higher economic density that the
Huning Line. Along the Huning Line, the eastern cities (Suzhou,
Wuxi, and Changzhou) are relatively more developed than the
western cities (Nanjing and Zhenjiang); 3) Based on their
economic densities, Changzhou-Suzhou-Jiaxing (Changsujia)
Line, Nanjing-Hangzhou (Ninghang) Line, Nanjing-Wuhu
(Ningwu) Line, and Xiaoshan-Ningbo (Xiaoyong) Line can be
regarded as Tier-2 rail corridors. The rest lines are Tier-3
corridors.
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Table 7: Economic strength and density of the cities traversed by HSR lines.
Rail Line Name

Traversed Cities

Economic
Strength
(2009 GDP in
Billions)
¥2,191.80

Line Length
(km)

Economic Density
(2009 GDP in
Billions/km)

Corridor
Economic Tiers

Shanghai-Hangzhou
(Huhang) Line
Shanghai-Nanjing
(Huning) Line

Shanghai, Jiaxing,
Hangzhou
Shanghai, Suzhou,
Wuxi, Changzhou,
Zhenjiang, Nanjing
Shanghai, Suzhou,
Nantong
Hangzhou,
Shaoxing, Ningbo

172 km

¥12.74/km

Tier-1

¥3,605.40

301 km

¥11.98/km

Tier-1

¥2,551.40

249 km

¥10.25/km

Tier-1

¥1,168.9

147 km

¥7.95/km

Tier-2

Nanjing,
Changzhou, Wuxi,
Huzhou, Hangzhou
Nanjing, Maanshan,
Wuhu

¥1,795.2

251 km

¥7.15/km

Tier-2

¥579.8

92 km

¥6.30/km

Tier-2

Changzhou-SuzhouJiaxing (Changjiasu) Line
Ningbo-TaizhouWenzhou (Yongtaiwen)
Line

Changzhou,
Suzhou, Jiaxing
Ningbo, Taizhou,
Wenzhou

¥1,217.70

202 km

¥6.03/km

Tier-2

¥876.8

268 km

¥3.27/km

Tier-3

Nanjing-Qidong (Ningqi)
Line

Nanjing, Yangzhou,
Taizhou, Nantong

¥1,061

351 km

¥3.02/km

Tier-3

Xinyi-Changxing
(Xinchang) Line

Xuzhou, Suqian,
Huaian, Yanzheng,
Nantong, Taizhou,
Wuxi, Huzhou
Xuancheng,
Huzhou, Hangzhou

¥1,688.4

561 km

¥3.01/km

Tier-3

¥664.4

224 km

¥2.97/km

Tier-3

Shanghai-Nantong
(Hutong) Line
Xiaoshan-Ningbo
(Xiaoyong) Line
Nanjing-Hangzhou
(Ninghang) Line
Nanjing-Wuhu (Ningwu)
Line

Xuancheng-Hangzhou
(Xuanhang) Line

Source: From each city’s published 2009 statistical data.
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According to [29], the industries in Shanghai are capitalintensive, and the others in Zhejiang and Jiangsu provinces are
labor-intensive. In expanding their production capacity, many of
Shanghai’s plants contract out the labor-intensive production
processes to plants in other cities, while retaining its capitalintensive industries. Therefore, those low-end labor-intensive
industries are more likely to be dispersed, whereas high-end
capital-intensive industries will continue to be centralized at
growth pole cities like Shanghai. Economic polarization and
dispersion coexists in the YRD Megaregion.
In summary, due to the better intercity linkage provided by the
HSR, the nodal TOD will eventually be turned into the linear
Transit-Oriented Corridor (TOC) along the HSR corridors. TOC
is the “pearl necklace-like” linear land development chaining all
nodal TODs together, reflecting corridor spillover effects. The
polycentric, linear TOCs along the rail corridors are destined to
become the ideal urban spatial structures in China due to the
pole-axis dispersion development pattern [30].
Resource Optimal Distribution
By decreasing the travel times between cities in the region, the
new trains make it practical for companies to spread out their
facilities into locations that are most suitable for each type of
operation. This means that while a company may need to keep its
sales offices in Shanghai for proximity to its customers, it can
easily set up production in a lower wage area such as Kunshan
which will be less than 30 minutes away, or establish research
and development facilities in industrial parks in Suzhou or Wuxi
where it can enjoy favorable tax conditions and lower land costs.
Also, by placing the cities of the Yangtze River Delta within an
easy reach of each other, the new rail system may make it easier
to relocate existing management into emerging cities, thus
relieving some of the cost pressures on companies operating in
Shanghai and other urban center. People working in Shanghai
can also buy houses and live in other neighboring cities.
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Equity Issues of HSR Lines
As indicated above, the efficiency impacts of HSR lines are so
obvious in the YRD Megaregion. However, its equity issues are
often raised.
Following the modeling approach proposed in Section 3, the
city-level connectivity indices in the YRD Region can be
calculated and shown in Table 8.
Table 8 clearly indicates that:



First, the more connected cities are Shanghai and those
cities along the Huning Corridor and Huhang Corridor.
Second, the less connected cities are those cities in the
north of Yangtze River in Jiangsu Province, and the
east/south of Zhejiang Province.

Third, the future HSR plans in the YRD region will aggravate
the regional inequalities while lifting the overall economic
development levels. The HSR-induced economic and noneconomic benefits are apparently unevenly distributed across the
YRD
cities.
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Table 8: City-level connectivity indices in the YRD region.
City Tier

City Name
Shanghai

Connected Axis Tier
5 Tier-1 Axis(es): Jinghu PDL, Hukun PDL, Huning Intercity HSR Line, Huhang Intercity HSR Line, Hutong Rail Line;
0 Tier-2 Axis(es): N/A;
0 Tier-3 Axis(es): N/A;

CI
25

Nanjing

2 Tier-1 Axis(es): Jinghu PDL, Huning Intercity HSR Line;
2 Tier-2 Axis(es): Ninghang Intercity HSR Line, Ningwu Rail Line;
1 Tier-3 Axis(es): Ningqi Rail Line.
2 Tier-1 Axis(es): Hukun PDL, Huhang Intercity HSR Line;
1 Tier-2 Axis(es): Xiaoyong Intercity HSR Line;
1 Tier-3 Axis(es): Xuanhang Rail Line
2 Tier-1 Axis(es): Jinghu PDL, Huning Intercity HSR Line;
1 Tier-2 Axis(es): Changsujia Rail Line;
0 Tier-3 Axis(es): N/A.
2 Tier-1 Axis(es): Hukun PDL, Huhang Intercity HSR Line;
1 Tier-2 Axis(es): Changsujia Rail Line;
0 Tier-3 Axis(es): N/A.
2 Tier-1 Axis(es): Jinghu PDL, Huning Intercity HSR Line;
1 Tier-2 Axis(es): Changsujia Rail Line;
0 Tier-3 Axis(es): N/A.
2 Tier-1 Axis(es): Jinghu PDL, Huning Intercity HSR Line;
0 Tier-2 Axis(es): N/A;
1 Tier-3 Axis(es): Xinchang Line.
2 Tier-1 Axis(es): Jinghu PDL, Huning Intercity HSR Line;
0 Tier-2 Axis(es): N/A
0 Tier-3 Axis(es): N/A
1 Tier-1 Axis(es): Hutong Rail Line;
0 Tier-2 Axis(es): N/A;
1 Tier-3 Axis(es): Ningqi Rail Line.
0 Tier-1 Axis(es): N/A;
1 Tier-2 Axis(es): Xiaoyong Intercity HSR Line;
1 Tier-3 Axis(es): Yongtaiwen Rail Line
0 Tier-1 Axis(es): N/A;
1 Tier-2 Axis(es): Ninghang Intercity HSR Line;
1 Tier-3 Axis(es): Xuanhang Rail Line.
0 Tier-1 Axis(es): N/A;
1 Tier-2 Axis(es): Xiaoyong Intercity HSR Line;
0 Tier-3 Axis(es): N/A
0 Tier-1 Axis(es): N/A;
0 Tier-2 Axis(es): N/A;
1 Tier-3 Axis(es): Ningqi Rail Line
0 Tier-1 Axis(es): N/A;
0 Tier-2 Axis(es): N/A;
1 Tier-3 Axis(es): Ningqi Rail Line
0 Tier-1 Axis(es): N/A;
0 Tier-2 Axis(es): N/A;
1 Tier-3 Axis(es): Ningtaiwen Rail Line.
0 Tier-1 Axis(es): N/A;
0 Tier-2 Axis(es): N/A;
0 Tier-3 Axis(es): N/A.

17

Tier-1 City
Tier-3 City
Tier-3 City

Hangzhou

Tier-2 City

Suzhou

Tier-4 City

Jiaxing

Tier-3 City

Changzhou

Tier-2 City

Wuxi

Tier-3 City

Zhenjiang

Nantong
Tier-4 City
Tier-3 City

Ningbo

Tier-4 City

Huzhou

Tier-4 City

Shaoxing

Tier-4 City

Yangzhou

Tier-4 City

Taizhou in
Jiangsu

Tier-4 City

Taizhou in
Zhejiang

Tier-4 City

Zhoushan

Notes: CI = 5*Number of Connected Tier-1 Axis(es) + 3*Number of Connected Tier-2 Axis(es) + 1*Number of Connected Tier-3 Axis(es)
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Conclusion
Through this empirical analysis, it can be concluded that HSR
lines (PDL trunk lines and intercity lines) will generate
significant transportation and non-transportation impacts.
With respect to transportation impacts, HSR lines will
dramatically reduce travel times, improve accessibility, enhance
corridor transportation capacity, strengthen intermodal
connection, and realize other benefits.
In terms of its non-transportation impacts, HSR lines can
effectively strengthen nodal transit-oriented development (TOD),
reinforce corridor spillover effects, optimally distribute regional
resources, and others.
In the meantime, it should also be recognized that HSR lines will
also generate inequity issues. Geographically, the existing HSR
plans, if fully implemented, will only worsen geographic equity,
which makes the rich cities richer and the poor cities poorer,
even though the overall regional economic development levels
will be lifted. The polarization trends seem evident amid the
HSR plan implementation.
The proposed PANS model helps conduct this study. The poletiers and axis-tiers are highly correlated. Some low-end
economic activities and resources may be dispersed and trickled
down from higher-tier cities to lower-tier cities. But, the reverse
concentration and agglomeration processes may even be
stronger, making Shanghai the more dominant central city in the
YRD Region.
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Abstract
The current abnormal wireless sensor network vehicle load data
recognition method is more complex, which leads to low
recognition rate, false alarm rate and slow recognition speed.
Based on the genetic algorithm, the accurate method for
abnormal wireless sensor network vehicle load data recognition
is proposed. The effective feature set of abnormal vehicle load
data in the wireless sensor network is constructed, to remove
irrelevant features and redundant features from existing
abnormal wireless sensor network vehicle load data. The
abnormal wireless sensor network vehicle load data in the
effective feature set are coded, to reduce the recognition time of
abnormal wireless sensor network vehicle load data. The
adaptive fitness function, crossover operator and mutation
operator are applied to genetic algorithm, which can improve the
recognition rate, reduce the false alarm rate, and realize the
recognition of abnormal vehicle load data wireless sensor
network. The experimental results show that the recognition rate
of this method is high, the false alarm rate is low, and the time of
recognition is less.

Keywords
Genetic Algorithm; Wireless Sensor Network Abnormal Vehicle
Load Data; Recognition Method

Introduction
With the extension of wireless sensor network applications in the
field of vehicles, in-vehicle sensor networks, as a new generation
of network technology that has attracted much attention, have
broad application prospects in urban road condition monitoring
and traffic anomaly detection. In view of the fact that traffic
anomalies can easily lead to secondary accidents and road
congestion problems, how to use vehicle-mounted sensor
networks to timely and accurately detect traffic anomaly
information, and provide practical information release and
subscription services to mitigate the adverse effects of
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anomalous events on urban traffic. Become the core of
promoting smart city construction [1]. Urban road condition
monitoring is one of the typical applications of vehicle-mounted
sensor networks. It is also the basis of traffic anomaly
information detection. During the driving process, the sensor
nodes can sense and collect various road condition data in real
time, send data to mobile nodes, or aggregate. Go to the roadside
unit to assist the traffic control center in monitoring urban road
conditions [2,3]. However, because in-vehicle systems and
vehicle users have the willingness to minimize energy
consumption and protect personal privacy, the number of nodes
participating in routing and forwarding is reduced, and the
unfairness of energy consumption makes the problem more
severe, leading to existing data collection methods. The work
efficiency is low and the transmission reliability cannot be
guaranteed. Therefore, designing an efficient and reliable road
data acquisition method is not only conducive to improving and
improving the monitoring level of urban road conditions, but
also promoting and promoting the in-depth application of invehicle sensor network technology in the field of intelligent
transportation [4].
At present, there were many defects in the wireless vehicle
network abnormal vehicle load data identification method, the
recognition rate was low, the false alarm rate was high, and the
identification takes a long time. Reference [5] proposed an
adaptive wireless sensor network anomaly vehicle load data
identification method. This method constructed a heterogeneous
complex information wireless sensor network system model, and
used an inherent modal decomposition to analyze the abnormal
vehicle load data signal. Decomposed into multiple narrow-band
signals, design a second-order lattice trap structure, used
multiple fixed notch cascades to suppress interference
components, use matching projection method to find optimized
feature solutions, find all matching feature points, and complete
wireless transmission. Identification of network abnormal
vehicle load data. Reference [6] proposed a vehicle load data
stream based wireless sensor network anomaly vehicle load data
identification method, combining the misuse identification mode
with the anomaly recognition mode, and establishing the normal
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mode and the abnormal mode by initial clustering. Knowledge
base; using the dissimilarity between the vehicle load data points
and the vehicle load data cluster to measure the similarity
between the wireless sensor network access vehicle load data
and the normal mode and the abnormal mode, thereby
determining the wireless sensor network accessing the vehicle
load data. Legitimacy; update the knowledge base by reclustering to reflect the recent state of wireless sensor network
access, and identify abnormal vehicle load data of the wireless
sensor network. Reference [7] proposes a method for identifying
abnormal vehicle load data in complex wireless sensor networks.
This method is based on modularity clustering and graph
calculation ideas, applying new node and edge update methods,
and using balanced binary tree to increase modularity. Indexing
is performed to identify vehicle load data in a wireless sensor
network. In order to solve the above problems, this paper
proposes an accurate method for identifying abnormal vehicle
load data in wireless sensor networks based on genetic
algorithm.

Wireless Sensor Network Vehicle Load Data
Transmission Model
In order to realize the abnormal vehicle load detection of the
wireless sensor network, the wireless sensor network data
transmission model is first constructed. The wireless sensor
network carries different protocols and network vehicle loads,
and realizes resource scheduling through cloud storage. The
wireless sensor network vehicle load model has three types: the
rotation protocol, the random access protocol and the vehicle
load division protocol. The vehicle load division protocol is
mainly FDMA, CDMA, TDMA, etc. [8]. It is a non-competitive
protocol. The network model results are divided into resource
classes, resource instances, attribute classes, attribute instances,
etc., in the design of vehicle load data protocol for wireless
sensor networks. The SeerSim analysis algorithm is used to
construct the network data transmission. The limited queuing
model of the NAV task in each vehicle load can use the state
space as:
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S   k , n  ,0  k  K ,0  n  N 

(1)

In the process of network communication, resource scheduling is
realized through cloud storage, and abnormal vehicle loads are
generated during the continuous transmission and transmission
of a large amount of data. At this time, the local cross-term
information chain is expressed as:
CUB(i) 

CBT (i)
 CB
T
(2)

Among them, CB represents the number of packets in the
system, and i represents the number of packets processing stages.
For a general receiving node, when the receiving power is
n  N , the CPU performs packet processing. When n  1,...N  1 ,
after calculating the state probability of the information chain, it
is assumed that there are n neighbor nodes in the communication
range of the k node, and the system average throughput of the
network. The quantity  can be expressed as:
K

    pk , N
k 1

(3)

The ratio of all vehicle loads to CUBP, where the path loss factor
is:
 ijk (t )  Q / zk

(4)

Where Z k is used to describe the length of the route required for
the kth data in the current topology. The above analysis process
is used to construct the vehicle load data transmission model for
the wireless sensor network, as shown in Figure 1, in this model.
Data transmission and scheduling, analysis of abnormal vehicle
load detection and characterization methods.
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Figure 1: Vehicle load switching queue data structure.

In the above-mentioned wireless sensor network vehicle load
data transmission model, the design of abnormal vehicle load
detection algorithm is carried out [9]. It is necessary to construct
the abnormal vehicle load signal model first, and introduce
modern signal detection technology to realize signal detection in
multiple known interferences. In order to resolve the discrete
data of abnormal vehicle load signals, an abnormal vehicle load
signal analysis model for wireless sensor networks is
constructed:
z(t )  x(t )  iy(t )  a(t )ei (t ) (5)

In the above formula: z (t ) represents the abnormal vehicle load
signal, x(t ) represents the real part of the abnormal vehicle load
signal analysis model, y (t ) represents the intrinsic mode
function of the abnormal vehicle load signal, and uses the natural
mode decomposition to decompose the abnormal vehicle load
signal analysis model into Multiple narrowband signals, the
envelope characteristics of the obtained data are:
a(t )  x 2 (t )  y 2 (t ),  (t )  arctan

y(t )
x(t )

(6)

Among them,  (t ) represents the high-frequency component,
a(t ) and  (t ) are the interference characteristic amplitude and
phase information in the wireless sensor network, respectively,
and the abnormal vehicle load interference frequency
characteristic expression of the heterogeneous network is:
1 d (t )
f (t ) 

2
dt
(7)
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The above equation describes the abnormal vehicle load
generation check digits of the heterogeneous network in the
multi-source process node, which is used to characterize the data
interference frequency. The probability weights of the abnormal
vehicle load appear as:
wij    w  ep kq 

   1

(8)

In summary, the signal-to-interference ratio SIR of each vehicle
load can be calculated, and the information component of the
data information acquisition target is obtained as:
r1  x(t )  c1 (9)

Through the above processing, a data flow model of abnormal
vehicle load is constructed, which provides a signal basis for
effective detection of abnormal vehicle loads.

Accurate Vehicle Load Accurate Identification
Method
Construction of Effective Feature Set
Feature selection is to select a valid attribute subset for
describing an effective model containing a relatively large,
redundant and unrelated attribute vehicle load data set in the
abnormal wireless sensor network vehicle load data. Feature
selection requires a minimal and most descriptive subset of
vehicle load data sets at a tolerable cost within an allowed time,
and each feature of the selection of the feature sets is related and
non-redundant for the feature set [10,11].
Assuming that the amount of abnormal vehicle load data
contained in the feature x may be vi , and the probability of
n

H ( x)   p(vi ) ln p(vi )

occurrence of each value is p(vi ) , then
is called
the information entropy of feature x , which means that X
contains the number of abnormal vehicle load data.
Setting threshold 1 , the feature x is randomly selected from the
i 1
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abnormal recognition vehicle load database and its information
entropy is calculated. If H ( x)  1 , the feature is selected as the
first effective feature of the effective feature library; otherwise,
until the first effective feature is selected.
Setting x is as the first effective feature in the effective feature
library, and  2 is as a predetermined threshold, y is selected
from the abnormal recognition vehicle load database randomly,
if H ( x | y)   2 , then y is as the second features of an effective
feature library, otherwise, until second features are selected.
Setting F is a combination of all features, and Fi is one of the
features, and C is a given class. Then:
Si  F  Fi 

(10)

If the feature Fi satisfies P(C | Fi , Si )  P(C | Si ) , the feature Fi is
strongly correlated with the class C . If the feature Fi satisfies
P(C | Fi , Si )  P(C | Si ) , and there is a Si '  Si , and
P(C | Fi , Si )  P(C | Si ') . Then the feature Fi is weakly correlated

with the class C . If feature Fi satisfies any Si '  Si and
P(C | Fi , Si ')  P(C | Si ')

, then the feature Fi is not related to the

category C .
After selecting features x and y , a set of x and y sets up a class
C . The features in the abnormal recognition vehicle load
database are selected one by one, to remove the irrelevant
features and redundant features, and form an effective feature set
L.
Whether a new feature variable is necessary to enter the model
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or whether a characteristic variable can be excluded from the
model can be judged by the partial F test method based on its
significance. It is assumed that there are m independent variables
x1 , x2 ,

, xm , and the full model of the m independent variables is

as follows:
y  0  1 x1  2 x2 

 m xm  

(11)

The independent variable xi is eliminated from the model, and
the subtraction model is made up of m  1 independent variables.
y  0  1 x1 

 i 1 xi 1  i xi 

m xm  

(12)

Supposing that the sum of squares of the complex correlation
2
coefficient of the formula (2) is R , the sum of squares of the
2
complex correlation coefficient of the formula (3) is Ri , then

Ri2  R2  Ri2 is defined. If Ri2 is close to zero, it shows that the

independent variable xi has no significant influence on the
2
dependent variable y . If the Ri is bigger, it shows that the

influence of the independent variable xi on the dependent
variable y is greater.
This process is equivalent to the test hypothesis H 0 : Ri  0 ,
H1 : Ri2  0 , which is called the partial F test, and it is the basis
of variable selection. In this paper, the feature selection
operation of abnormal wireless sensor network vehicle load data
is as follows: the characteristics of the effective feature library
are checked one by one. If the partial F test of the characteristic
variable is significant, the feature is retained; otherwise, the
feature is removed from the feature library.
2
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Accurate Recognition of Abnormal Wireless Sensor
Network Vehicle Load Data
Coding
In this paper, decimal method is used to code the abnormal
vehicle load data in the wireless sensor network. In order to
accurately recognize the abnormal vehicle load data in the
wireless sensor network, all parts of a specific wireless sensor
network connection vehicle load data set are recognized. For a
wireless sensor network connection, the protocol type is taken as
an example to consider some of the attributes in the Table 1.
Table 1: The characteristic attribute of the wireless sensor network connection.
Attribute
IP source
address
IP destination
address
Source port

Range of value
0.0.0.0255.255.255.255
0.0.0.0255.255.255.255
0-65535

Example
b2.0f.0.0

Description
B2.0f.f.f-b2.0f.ff.ff

58.12.d0.00

Target port

0-65535

00080

Connection
time
Protocol type

0-99999999

0000286

1-9

2

Bytes sent

0-99999999

00002532

Response bytes

0-99999999

00008538

58.12.d0.0058.12.d0.ff
Connection source
port
Connection target
port
The connection
time is 286 seconds
The protocol used
is TCP
2532 bytes of
vehicle load data
are sent
Responding to
8538 bytes of
vehicle load data

35296

The following rules can be obtained by encoding the example in
Table 1:
If the wireless sensor network connection has IP source address,
IP destination address, source port number, target port number,
connection time, protocol type, sending byte number, response
byte number, terminate the connection, the above rules are
converted into chromosomal forms, as shown in Figure 2.
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(b,2,0,f,0,0,5,8,1,2,d,0,0,0,3,5,2,9,6,0,0,0,8,0,
0,0,0,0,2,8,6,2,0,0,0,0,2,5,3,2,0,0,0,0,8,5,3,8)
Figure 2: Diagram of chromosome structure.

The newly generated rules match the normal connection. If the
match is successful, the rule is misreported, and the chromosome
will be punished. If the match is not successful, the rule can get
the abnormal accurately, and the chromosome will get a reward.
To evaluate the accuracy of the new rule, we need to recognize
the vehicle load data in the actual wireless sensor network
environment [12-19].
Selection of Fitness Function
The selection of fitness function is an important aspect of
abnormal vehicle load data in the search and optimization
process. The core work of genetic algorithm is based on the
fitness function. Genetic algorithm is based on the idea of
survival of the fittest. Search is based on fitness function value it
represents the quality of individuals, so fitness function is one of
the most important parameters in genetic algorithm.
In the process of abnormal vehicle load data recognition,
wireless sensor network vehicle load data is classified and
encoded into individual form in all areas of the recognized
wireless sensor network, and the colony is formed. Then, search
rules are applied to group space, and individuals are optimized
for search and recognition.
50

Q   Match  Wi
i 1

(13)

If Match is equal to 1, the recognized vehicle load data in
wireless sensor network matches the rule; if Match is equal to 0,
the recognizeed vehicle load data in wireless sensor network
does not match the rule, where Wi is the weights of different
abnormal wireless sensor network vehicle load data; if the Q
value is equal to the number of recognized abnormal vehicle load
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data, the maximum Q value is as the recognized value.
According to the characteristic attributes of wireless sensor
network connection in Table 1, the selection order of Wi value is
in turn from high to low.

high

Target IP address
Source IP address
Destination port number
Connection duration
The number of bytes sent
by the initiator

low The number of bytes sent
by the recipient
agreement type
Figure 3: Weight order.

According to the importance of each attribute characteristics,
different weights are assigned. In order to get the most important
and most direct information of the abnormal vehicle load data,
the weight of the target IP address is the first consideration,
because the target IP address is the target. Through the IP
address of the target, it can identify the abnormal vehicle load
data address, and accurately respond to the abnormal vehicle
load data in the protected wireless sensor network or host. The
next is the source address, because the source IP address is the
address that marks the generated exception vehicle load data, and
it can protect the normal vehicle load data in the wireless sensor
network by blocking the IP connection. Port corresponds to a
certain service or wireless sensor network program of host, so
the target port has higher weight. It means to open service on the
target system, and through the port, it can judge the wireless
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sensor network program running by the port, and display the
running program of the abnormal vehicle load data.
The higher the Q value of the wireless sensor network vehicle
load data is, the more the vehicle load data’s suspicious is, and
therefore, by judging the size of the Q value, it is analyzed
whether the wireless sensor network vehicle load data is
abnormal. The specific algorithm is as follows:


50

1Wi  Q
i 1

Penalty   Rank

(14)
(15)

Where, Rank is the error level, and the greater the error level is,
the greater the Rank value is. When a very clear normal
connection vehicle load data is misclassified as abnormal vehicle
load data, the error level of Rank increases, the corresponding
punishment received is more; if the judgment of wireless sensor
network vehicle load data is not clear on an attribute value,
because the vehicle load data attribute is not clear, there is a big
error rate, when the error occurs, the corresponding value of
Rank is small, and it can be punished less. The adjustment range
of fitness can be controlled by the degree of punishment.
Fit  Q  Penaly

(16)

Through continuous selection, crossover and mutation, the
corresponding rules of individual fitness will be selected into the
feature library, and the corresponding rules of low fitness
individuals will be eliminated.
The fitness function indicates that the individual is close to the
optimal solution in the genetic algorithm, and the fitness function
is designed to ensure that the fitness is non-negative. In the
initial stage of evolution, there may be a high degree of
individual, but most individual fitness is very low, so the
individual selected probability is much higher than other
individuals, which may fill the next generation, and the evolution
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is difficult to continue and the premature phenomenon occurs;
While in the late stage of evolution, the fitness degree of
individual in the group is similar, the choice probability
difference of the better individual is similar to that of the poor
individual, which makes the evolution slow and reduces the
convergence speed. This paper uses the fitness difference value
to measure the difference size of fitness, which is defined as:
  z / Z (17)
z  zmax  zmin
Z  Zmax  Zmin

(18)
(19)

Where, Z is the maximum difference of fitness theory, z is the
population fitness difference of this generation, zmax is the
maximum fitness for the population of this generation, zmin is the
minimum fitness for the population of this generation, Z min is the
minimum value of fitness theory, and Z max is the maximum of the
fitness theory. It is known that the range of  values is [0,1]. The
adaptation is transformed according to  .
z '( x)  z( x)  k (  0.5)

(20)

In formula (11), k is constant, z ( x) is fitness before
transformation, and z '( x) is adaptation after transformation.
According to specific circumstances, the greater the adaptation
is, the greater the intensity of transformation is. It is tried to
ensure that individual fitness is not negative
When the individual fitness difference is large (   0.5 ),
individual fitness increases k (  0.5) , however, the increased
proportion of individuals with small fitness is larger and the
probability of selection increases, which helps to maintain group
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diversity and search for wider solution space and avoid falling
into local optimum. When the individual fitness difference is
small (   0.5 ), the fitness of individuals are reduced by
k (0.5   ) , but the reduced proportion of the individuals with
larger fitness is smaller, and the probability selection increases,
which helps to increase the search direction, and avoid blind
search.
Crossover Operator
In this article, the single point crossover in binary crossover is
used, to determine the intersection after the target IP address,
namely that following thirty-second chromosome, because the
target IP address has abnormal wireless sensor network vehicle
load data, source IP address is the position to generate an
abnormal vehicle load data, both of which are not fixed, A can
attack B, and can also attack C, however, M can also attack on B
and C. Their attack methods are similar, that is, different
attackers can use the same attack means to attack different
targets. In this way, there is a greater probability of producing a
better fitness than a new chromosome. Assuming that N is the
size of the population and Pc is a cross probability, there are
N  Pc crossover operations at each time in the population. After
the Wi and Wj are made crossover, a new generation of
chromosome X and Y are produced as follows:
Let the vector as:
16 bit
P1  (1,1,

34 bit

1 0, 0,

16 bit
P2  ( 0, 0,

0)
34 bit

0 1,1,

1)

(21)

then
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X  PWi
 PWj
1
2

(22)

Y  PWi
 PWi
j
2

(23)
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Mutation Operator
Mutation operator refers to the change of a specific gene on a
chromosome. Its role is to solve the problem that relying on the
implementation of selection and crossover can not generate the
optimal solution. In the group generated after crossover
operation, there may be evolution to the later stage, and search
efficiency decreases. The result may not be global optimal
solution or premature convergence. The mutation operation is to
select a number of individuals according to a certain strategy and
probability, and to change the operation of the mutation, which is
to change the value of one of the coded values. The group
diversity is increased to avoid premature falling into the local
optimal solution.
When the chromosomal differences are small, the mutation
probability increases, and the group diversity is maintained,
which makes it easier to search for wider solution space and
avoid falling into local optimum. When the individual difference
is large, the mutation probability is reduced, and the amount of
calculation is reduced and the diversity of the group is
guaranteed. So the definition of mutation probability as:
Pm  0.2(1   )

(24)

Because the mutation operation can also destroy the good
individual, the variation probability is generally smaller, and the
range of Pm is [0, 0.2].
The flow of genetic algorithm in wireless sensor network
abnormal vehicle load data recognition
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Start
Determine the actual
problem parameter set
Encoding the
parameter set

A new generation
of groups

Extract feature
initialization population
Evaluation groups

Genetic
manipulation
Choose, cross, mutation

No

4、Chromosome decoding
5、Calculate the objective
function value
6、Function value to
fitness map
7、Fitness adjustment

To meet the
conditions
Yes
End

Figure 4: Flow chart of wireless sensor network abnormal vehicle load data
recognition based on genetic algorithm.
Figure 4 shows that the attribute features are extracted from the current
recognized vehicle load data traffic to determine whether it contains an
exception feature field. The vehicle load data package with abnormal features is
encoded into the form of Figure 1 according to the corresponding encoding
rules, and then it is selected, crossed and processed to generate new
chromosomes. Then, the fitness of new chromosomes is evaluated, the
chromosomes with high fitness are picked out and the above tests are repeated.
After that, they can be added to the feature library to become the new rules.

Experimental Results and Analysis
In order to verify the application of the proposed method for
abnormal vehicle load data recognition in wireless sensor
network, KDD Cup experimental vehicle load data are selected.
The vehicle load data are set up by the Lincoln Laboratory of
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and the TCP/IP vehicle
load data are extracted from the typical American air force
wireless sensor network. 41 characteristics are extracted from the
vehicle load data. The vehicle load dataset includes about 4.9
million training sets and 2.9 million testing sets. These vehicle
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load data are divided into 4 categories: (1) remote unauthorized
access, (2) denial of service, (3) vulnerability recognition of
system, and (4) super users' unauthorized access.
After reprocessing the original KDD competition vehicle load
data, a total of 62 cases of flow vehicle load data of super user
unauthorized access, 14951 cases of traffic vehicle load data of
system’s vulnerability recognition, 1002 cases of traffic vehicle
load data of distal unauthorized access, 247371 cases of traffic
vehicle load data of denial service, and 812815 cases of normal
traffic vehicle load data are received
The experimental software platform is Windows XP and
Matlab6.5, and the hardware platform is IBM Z61t, 1 G memory.
During the experiment, there are 14 chromosomes in the initial
population. Each chromosome is encoded with length of 50, the
population size is 1700, the number of generations is 50000, the
crossing rate is 0.5%, the mutation rate is 0.05, the maximum
migration number is 4, and the migration interval is 5. According
to the test by the following formula, Table 2 is the experimental
vehicle load data of the proposed method, and Table 3 is the
experimental vehicle load data of the current method.
Detection rate=

The number of abnormal data detected correctly
100%
The number of all abnormal data

(25)
Error rate=

The number of misinformation events
100%
The number of all events

(26)

Table 2: Experiment vehicle load data of the proposed method.
Protocol
type

Test
number

TCP
IP
ICMP
UDP

4383
3759
3466
2919

118

Number of
abnormal
vehicle load
data
1936
1494
1259
1013

Numbe
r of
recogni
tion
1857
1407
1174
945

Recognitio
n rate (%)

Number of
false
recognition

False
recognition rate
(%)

95.92
94.18
93.25
93.29

64
43
32
23

3.44
3.06
2.73
2.43
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Table 3: Experiment vehicle load data of the current method.
Protoco
l type

Test
number

TCP
IP
ICMP
UDP

4383
3759
3466
2919

Number of
abnormal
vehicle
load data
1936
1494
1259
1013

Number
of
recognit
ion
1645
1258
963
785

Recog
nition
rate
(%)
84.97
84.20
76.49
77.49

Number
of false
recognit
ion
89
63
57
42

False
recognition
rate (%)
5.41
5.00
5.92
5.35

Recognition rate/%

Figures 4 and 5 can be obtained from vehicle load data in Table 2
and table 3.

This article method
Current method
95
90
85
80
75
0

TCP
IP ICMP UDP
agreement type

Figure 5: The recognition rate of two different methods.
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6

This article method
Current method

False rate/%

5
4
3
2
1
0

TCP
IP ICMP UDP
agreement type

Figure 6: False recognition rate of two different methods.

The recognition rate and error rate of this method and the current
method are shown in Table 2 and Table 3. The recognition rate is
the ratio of the number of abnormal vehicle load data in the
wireless sensor network to the number of all abnormal vehicle
load data. The false recognition rate refers to the ratio of the
number of the normal vehicle load data in the wireless sensor
network but recognized as abnormal vehicle load data to the
number of all normal vehicle load data. Analysis of Table 2,
Table 3, Figure 5 and Figure 6, we can see that the minimum
recognition rate of the current method is 76.49% and the
maximum false recognition rate is 5.92%; while the minimum
recognition rate of the proposed method is 93.25% and the
maximum false recognition rate is 3.44%. It shows that the
accurate recognition method of abnormal wireless sensor
network vehicle load data based on genetic algorithm has good
effectiveness and feasibility.
The optimal solution is approximated by the present method and
the current genetic algorithm respectively. The maximum fitness
values of the two methods are analyzed, and the results are
shown in Figure 7.
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The maximum fitness value

Current method
This article method
1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0

50 100 150 200 250 300
Evolutionary algebra

Figure 7: Maximum fitness of two different methods.

From Figure 7, we can see that with the increase of evolutionary
generations, the maximum fitness values of the proposed method
and the current genetic algorithm increase gradually, and then
tend to be stable. However, the proposed method tends to be
stable with fewer evolutionary generations, which indicates that
the proposed method tends to be more stable.
In order to verify the recognition efficiency of the proposed
method, the proposed method and the current method are used to
test it. When the vehicle load data volume is the same, the time
spent by two different methods for recognizing wireless sensor
network abnormal vehicle load data is compared. The test results
are shown in Figure 8.
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This article method

Current method

Figure 8: Test results of two different methods.

Analysis of Figure 8Figure shows that when the conditions are
all the same, it is much less time to recognize abnormal vehicle
load data in the wireless sensor network based on genetic
algorithm than that of the current method. Because before
recognizing, a wireless sensor network outliers recognition
algorithm based on genetic algorithm is used to construct the
effective feature set, which removes the redundant and
uncorrelated vehicle load data in the wireless sensor network
abnormal vehicle load data, and encodes the wireless sensor
network outliers, reducing the recognition time.

Conclusions
When the current method is used to recognize abnormal vehicle
load data in the wireless sensor network, the recognition
algorithm is too complicated, which leads to the problem of high
error recognition rate and long recognition time. On the basis of
genetic algorithm, this paper proposes an accurate recognition
method for wireless sensor network abnormal vehicle load data,
and applies genetic algorithm to wireless sensor network
abnormal vehicle load data recognition. The experimental results
show that this method has high recognition rate and less time to
recognize abnormal vehicle load data in the wireless sensor
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network, which provides a guarantee for the safe operation of the
wireless sensor network.
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Abstract
With the rapid development of urbanization and motorization in
China, a few cities have carried out a series of car ownership
control policies, including auction, ballot and hybrid approaches.
The regulatory policy is necessary to assess after implementation
for a few years. Based on the theory of public regulation and
some econometric methods, this paper discusses the effects of
Shanghai quota auction policy on the control of car ownership
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growth. First, this paper sorts out the key events to describe the
policy evolution and analyzes the motivating and resistance
factors acting on the motorization level to reveal the nature of
regulatory policy. Second, it focuses on the features of the quota
auction market and uses elasticity analysis of car ownership per
thousand residents to GDP per capita and macro-effects analysis
to reveal the policy impacts. Finally, it also analyzes the
influence of external factors and the internal correlation of the
quotas, number of bidders and average price to show the whole
diagram of impact mechanism. It suggests the car ownership
control should work with car usage control and other TDM
measures to realize the ultimate objectives of urban
transportation management like system optimization and
congestion elimination.

Keywords
Car Ownership Control; Quota for Private Cars; Econometric
Methods; Policy Effects; Shanghai

Introduction
The car ownership control refers to the governmental
intervention of residents’ right to own private car, which is
commonly known as car purchase restriction policy in China.
Beginning in 1986, Shanghai has carried out an interesting car
ownership control policy, namely an auction of the right to
register private car license. This regulation is officially named as
the quota management for non-commercial vehicle policy and
the Shanghai International Commodity Auction Co. Ltd operates
the auction once a month. Working with other policies like
public transport priority, parking charge and restriction on
nonlocal license, it has changed into an instrument for local
government to manage the transportation system.
In more than two decades, Shanghai was the only city in China
to carry out license quota auction and served as a model for other
cities. However, as the market approach to grant license quota,
the car ownership control policy faced great political, economic
and social obstacles. Opponents argue the policy hinders the
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growth of the automobile industry. Besides, the competitive
auction rule which benefits those with the highest bids
discourages low-income people from owning cars, thus creating
social inequity. This policy even contradicts to carry out an open
and inclusive talent strategy. It is difficult for new urban
immigrants to get license quota in a competitive auction with a
lower winning rate around 5%.
Learning from the weakness and disputes of Shanghai’s auction,
Beijing took a ballot to assign the license quota in 2011. It was
not until 2013 that Guangzhou began to impose a mixed strategy
of auction and lottery, taking advantages of Shanghai and
Beijing [1]. In the following years, Guangzhou's hybrid model
spread to Tianjin (2013), Hangzhou (2014) and Shenzhen
(2014). Following Beijing's lead, Guiyang also adopted the ballot
in 2011 but stopped at September, 2019 to stimulate automobile
consumption.
The motorization developing pattern of private cars in Chinese
cities is different from that in developed countries of North
America and Europe. Most downtown of Chinese cities have
dense population, leaving rare land for car use. Because of such
national wide circumstance, developing private cars has to
accord with orderly and strictly-regulated policies. Shanghai has
lifted the cost for owning a car by assigning quota through
auction and slowed down the growth of private car. Owning to
the developed transit and regular bus in Shanghai, residents can
travel conveniently and effectively without degrading their travel
utility.
The world famous case about the car ownership control is the
Vehicle Quota System (VQS) in Singapore. Researchers evaluate
the policy performance, including policy evolution [2,3] and car
growth control [4]. The effects on environment, congestion and
auto market [5,6], relief of auction price variation [7] and market
fairness [8,9] are also assessed.
About the practice of car ownership control policy in China,
some studies focuses on macroscopic impacts [10], opportunity
costs of participants [11] and attitude and acceptance of the
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public [12], etc. Compared with Singapore’s case, car ownership
control policy in Shanghai is not so famous and because of the
institutional reasons, Shanghai’s experience is not easy to copy
to other cities. The uniqueness of Shanghai’s car ownership
control policy is worthy to exploring systematically and
revealing the reproducible experience to the possible follower in
the future.
Shanghai has enforced the private car quota auction policy for
decades. Thus it can provide more open data for analysis and
give a chance for this paper to summarize our relevant research
findings in recent years. This paper is arranged as follows:
Section 1 introduces the key events of car ownership control
policy in Shanghai and tries to give a full picture of policy
evolution since 1980s. Section 2 analyzes the motivating and
resistance factors on motorization level and displays how the
regulatory policy of car ownership control forms its shape during
the life cycle. Section 3 further uncovers the features of the quota
auction market and explores the policy effects by elasticity
analysis and macro-effects analysis. Section 4 gives a diagram of
impact mechanism, exploring the external influencing factors on
the key variables of auction market and the internal correlation
among three key variables. Section 5 draws the conclusion.

Key Events of Car Ownership Control Policy in
Shanghai
Shanghai's quota management for non-commercial vehicle
policy can be broadly divided into four stages: the budding
period (1986-1993), the growth period (1994-2002), the maturity
period (2003-2012) and the strengthening period (2013-present)
[13].
Table 1 lists the key events in the policy life cycle. During the
budding and growth periods, the policy objectives appear
diverse, variable and vague, and once the license quota even
became a "bargaining chip" to stimulate the real estate and
automobile industry around 2000.
The turning point came when Shanghai released the
Metropolitan Transport White Paper [14] in 2002. The White
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Paper promotes a wide range of transportation demand
management (TDM) policies and reinforces collaborative
strategies for the car ownership control in Shanghai. Parking
with spatially differentiated charges was introduced in 2006 to
discourage car use, especially in the congested city center.
Differential treatment of nonlocal vehicles was also set up to
regulate the increasing number of cars with nonlocal licenses.
Nonlocal vehicles were forbidden from using the elevated
expressway during rush hours including from 7:30-9:30 a.m. and
4:30-6:30 p.m. on weekdays excepting national holidays.
By 2008, the quota policy had become an integral part of the
Shanghai’s transportation management framework. Since then,
in 2008 and 2013, the auction rules were revised to address
information asymmetry and excessive increase of bidding price
during the intense competition for license quota. Thus the effect
of regulating the car growth gradually became obvious.
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Table 1: Summary of key policy events.
No.
1

Year
1986

Key policy events
Private car license quota auction began with reserve price.

2

1980－1990

3

1994

4

1995

Motor vehicle tailgating restriction according to single- and
double-numbered licenses in the Central District.
The automobile industry was established as a pillar industry of
the state.
The first subway line in Shanghai, Line 1, was built.

5

1998

6

2000

7

2001

8

2002

9

2003

10

2004

11
12

2005
2006

13

2008

14

2012

15

2013

16

2016
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Special quota auction with lower bidding price was set for
Santana Motors.
Cancellation of auction reserve price for domestic vehicles;
Bundled sales of housing and car with lower quota prices;
Public service vehicle reform with price discount of license
quota.
Non-Shanghai residents can apply for local quota with their
temporary residence permits.
Shanghai was the first city in China to release the Metropolitan
Transport White Paper.
Combined quota auctions for domestically produced vehicles
and imported vehicles.
National Development and Reform Commission and the
Ministry of Commerce of China argued the legality of Shanghai
quota control policy violating the Law of the People's Republic
of China on Road Traffic Safety.
Public Transit Priority strategy was proposed nationwide.
Parking with spatially differentiated charges were introduced in
Shanghai.
The auction rules were revised for the first time.
Vehicle with nonlocal license was forbidden to use the elevated
roads during peak hours.
Auction rules were revised for the second time and the White
Paper was also revised.
Traffic order overhauled through enforcement and fines.
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Interpretations of policy events
Owning private property like land, house and vehicle had been forbidden for a long
time since 1949. Lifting of prohibition on private car ownership in 1986, with quota
assigned by auction instead, was regarded as a milestone in "Reform and Opening"
period since 1978.
Car with private license was not subject to traffic restriction, and the road space after
the restriction was conducive to private car travel.
With the developing automobile industry, it was possible for the residents owning
private cars.
Increasing the supply of high-capacity public transport attracted the residents to
travel by bus and subway.
Local industrial protection policy was set to promote Santana Motors in Shanghai.
No-frills bidding lowered the threshold of access to own domestic vehicle and
license quota once served as a "bargaining chip" to stimulate the real estate and car
consumption.
Broadening the beneficiary base of the car ownership control policy.
The White Paper defined the overall objective to develop Shanghai's transportation
and the car ownership control policy gained its local legal status.
Granting the same "citizens of the State" to imported vehicles as domestically
produced vehicles.
Revealing the conflict between central and local legislation and the conflict between
the automobile industry and the local public interest.

Setting the main theme of priority development for public transport in China.
Raising the cost of motor vehicle use by regulating parking behavior.
Increasing information transparency, reducing price volatility and stabilizing the
auction market.
Pushing up local demand for quotas and leading to "consecutive increases for ten
months" in auction prices.
A "warning price" was introduced during the auction to curb rapid price increases
and the revised White Paper highlighted the car ownership and usage control
objectives.
Carrying out a citywide campaign to adjust traffic violations, strictly managing all
types of traffic violations and setting up good traffic order improved the efficiency of
transportation system.

Prime Archives in Transportation and Logistics

Motivating and Resistance Mechanisms in
Policy Evolution
Regulatory policy changes are generally driven by three sources:
changes in public value, mega-event or contingency, such as
"black swans" or "grey rhinos", and city managers' knowledge
and experience from practice. For regulating private car
ownership, some motivating and resistance factors coexist in the
policy evolution process and collide to form a new pattern of
public interest. This paper takes the level of motorization as an
indicator to examine the policy evolving process.
The motivating factors which affect motorization include
urbanization, car ownership and economic growth. The
resistance factors contain spatial constraint from urban
population density, cost of owning and using cars and regulatory
instruments which vary with public issue.
On one hand, three motivating factors contribute to motorization
during the policy evolution.
First, urbanization has led to the continuous concentration of
population in large cities like Shanghai and the supply of basic
public service (such as housing, compulsory education, health
care and transport, etc.) has increased correspondingly. The
public transport to guarantee the basic right to travel for all
groups has been improved. The employment opportunities and
life quality in large cities attract a one-way flow of talents from
the other parts of the country. With developing automobile
industry, car consumers expand to the new middle class,
occupying major part of automobile consumption.
Second, in large cities, the motorization causes a continuous rise
in car ownership and the car use closely relates to the car
ownership. For those who own cars, expanded travel distances
and improved life quality make more people expecting to own
cars. This creates a positive feedback and even induces the car
pride [15]. At the same time, the motorization consumes urban
space, produces high social cost and even increases the
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difficulties of traffic management, facing the mixed movement
of motorized and non-motorized transport in most Chinese cities.
Third, in the eastern coastal region of China, the high quality of
life accompanies with the steady economy growth. The
convenience of car travel induces the demand for cars. With
increasing disposable income, the potential consumers have
much money to buy cars. In Shanghai, the demand for cars and
license quotas expand and turn to be rigid. The number of
residents applying for quotas has a continued growth in last
decade and the price of license quota auction continues to rise.
Because of no limit on purchase and free access to license quota,
the demand for new energy cars, including pure and hybrid
electric cars, has a significant increase in recent years, diverting
some demand for petrol cars.
On the other hand, the resistance factors which affect
motorization also consist of three.
First, in the built-up region of large cities like Shanghai, the
density is extremely high. With greater constraint on space, the
road supply and parking has fallen far short during the
motorization. Public transport is subject to soft budgetary
constraints and bus services are less responsive to the demand
changes. Technological advance and its application to parking
have released some space for car use, however, the technological
breakthrough to resolve urban space conflicts in high-density
region has yet to occur.
Second, as parking difficulty and road congestion increase, the
direct and indirect cost of owning and using cars climb up
quickly and defeat the willingness of some residents who plan to
buy cars. In some high-density communities, because of too
much cars and shortage of public space, car driving and parking
produce big friction and conflict with non-motorized modes like
walk and bicycle. In Shanghai, because of the high cost of car
purchase and inconvenience of use, some cars have parked for a
long time and the utility of owning a car is greatly diminished.
Third, as to some Asian high-density countries and cities such as
Singapore, Tokyo and Hong Kong, their experiences in
managing motorization are widely spread. More and more cities
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in China realize the negative externalities of motorization should
be planned and addressed as early as possible. As the public
awareness of car ownership and usage control policies increases
in these cities, public rationality continues to converge and
serves as a fundamental background for building on locally
distinctive experiences to regulate motorization.
Figure 1 shows some key events extracted from Table 1 during
the policy evolution, implying how the motivating and resistance
factors act on motorization. Served as policy shocks, these key
events once pushed the motorization forward or drew it
backward. Two phases in Figure 1, before 2003 and after 2003,
are clearly distinguished. Before 2003, most events marked in
yellow boxes are to promote the motorization. However, after
2003, most events marked in blue boxes are set up to regulate the
motorization. It is clear that 2003 is a critical year in policy
evolution for motivating or resistance to the motorization.

Figure 1: Policy shocks with key events on motorization.

Analysis on Policy Effects
This section focuses on the features of the quota auction market.
It applies the elasticity analysis of car ownership to GDP per
capita and macro-effects analysis to describe the impacts of car
ownership control policy in Shanghai.
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Features of the Quota Auction Market
The license quota auction in Shanghai has been running for a
long time and time series data are available since 2002. This
section describes some key features of the auction market such
as the released quota volume, the bidders and the winning prices
by using some statistical learning methods [16]. Here are some
findings:

Figure 2: Trend of average winning prices.
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Auction prices reflect the scarcity of license quota in the
auction market. The high cost of space in mega-cities like
Shanghai and the limited nature of space regeneration
decide the auction price has a constant inertia of growth
(Figure 2).
The economic status of the residents, like disposable
income per capita, positively affects the number of
bidders and the average winning prices. Thus the impact
of economy development on the auction market cannot be
ignored.
The volume of quota increases with the number of
bidders and the average winning prices and their
correlations display positive incentive characteristics.
www.videleaf.com
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These findings imply the local government tends to
release more quotas when the bidders and prices go up
quickly to avoid their volatilities during the monthly
auction.
Econometric analysis also shows that, although Shanghai has
made the car ownership control policy strenghtening since 2003,
the motivating factors are greater than the resistance factors to
motorization. Even with the warning price-cap in the auction,
quota price will continuously climb up with a long-term trend.
As the marginal external cost of each issued quota rises, the
release of quota demand by increasing the volume of quota will
produce greater spillovers outside the auction market, which
would finally make the objective of car ownership control
distorted.

Elasticity Analysis
Since the car ownership has a strong correlation with urban
economy development, this section uses the elasticity coefficient
of car ownership per thousand residents to GDP per capita to
measure the motorization growth in Shanghai. Compared with
the key events of policy evolution, the effects of car ownership
control are discussed and evaluated.
From 2000 to 2019, the average elasticity coefficients of civilian
vehicle ownership and private car ownership to GDP per capita
in Shanghai are 1.4834 and 3.6041 respectively. Both are close
to or exceeding the average elasticity coefficient of about 1.5 in
western developed countries.
Figure 3 shows three distinct stages of interaction between the
regulatory policy and automobile market during this period.
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Over the period from 2000 to 2007, the regulatory policy
has led to a steady change in the elasticity coefficient of
civilian vehicles, especially after the policy grew to its
maturity in 2003. At the same time, the elasticity
coefficient of private cars decreased significantly.
The two notable bulges on the curves in Figure 3,
referring to the years of 2008 and 2012 are two key points
www.videleaf.com
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in the rapid growth of motor vehicle ownership with GDP
per capita. Two outstanding reforms of auction rule in
2008 and 2013 were timely response to the sudden
changes in demand.
During 2013 to 2019, regulatory policies made the
change in elasticity coefficients declined and stable again.
Overall, the policies responded well to the demand
changes in the motor vehicle market. The average annual
growth rate of civilian vehicles and private cars since
2013 were controlled at 10.71% and 13.07%,
respectively.

Figure 3: Elasticity of Shanghai's motor vehicle (civilian vehicle and private
car) ownership per thousand residents to GDP per capita (Data source: CEInet
Statistics Database).

Macro-Effects Analysis
At a macro level of policy performance, an important issue
focuses on what economic and social factors will affect the key
variables of auction market.
Shanghai was the first city in China to issue the Metropolitan
Transport White Paper in 2002. The White Paper promises to
restrict the car ownership and usage by several comprehensive
measures, including license quota auction and congestion charge.
And further the White Paper was revised in 2013. It announces
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that the quotas would be determined by some factors including
road capacity and its level of service, parking capacity and its
level of service, and the quality of environment. Then in practice
what factors will actually affect the quotas’ assignment? How do
the key variables in the auction market, e.g. quotas, number of
bidders, and average price affect one the other? With the annual
data from Shanghai Statistical Yearbook (2002-2014), this
section applies the Three-Stage Least Squares (3SLS) method to
establish five groups of regression model [13]. And by judging
whether the regression coefficients are stable, significant and
within an acceptable and interpretable range, the external factors
affecting the key variables of auction market can be determined
and the internal correlation can also be calibrated (see Table 2).
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Table 2: Quotas, number of bidders, and annual average price with 3SLS equations.
Dependent Variable

Annual Quota

Independent Variable
One-year Lagged Road Area Per Vehicle ln RoadVT 1

Model 1
0.54

Model 2
-0.22

Model 3
-0.16

Model 4
0.11

Model 5
0.34

One-year Lagged Change in Rail Length D ln RailLT 1

-0.29

-0.11

-0.14

0.40

0.75**

One-year Lagged Change in SO2 D SO2T 1

17.02***

14.52***

14.45***

ln QTT

17.90

One-year Lagged Change in NO2 D NO 2T 1

15.30

One-year Lagged Change in PM10 D PM10T 1
0.35**

Annual Average Price ln PT
One-year Lagged Average Price ln PT 1

Annual
Number
Bidders ln QBT

of

Price

1.31***

0.07

-0.61

-1.11**

0.66
-2.89*

0.70
-3.27*

0.72
1.38

0.36
0.42

0.12
1.82

One-year Lagged Bank Deposit Per Capita ln DEPT 1

1.88***

0.47

2.16***

1.97***

2.75***

One-year Lagged Change in Population D ln POPT 1

-20.62

-0.95

-4.24

-2.15

0.64

2.16

-3.23**

-2.27***

-4.11

3.00***

2.46***

3.43***

One-year Lagged Average Price ln PT 1

Average

0.97**

R-Squared
One-year Lagged Rail Utilization ln RailU T 1

Annual Average Price ln PT

Annual

0.26

R-Squared

0.70

0.52

0.89

0.92

0.78

One-year Lagged Average Price ln PT 1

1.00***

0.90***

1.03***

1.03***

0.79***

Annual Quota ln QTT

-0.37

-0.46

-0.48

-0.24

-0.67

Annual Number of Bidders ln QBT

-0.42***

-0.34**

-0.43***

-0.43***

-0.28**

One-year Lagged Bank Deposit Per Capita ln DEPT 1

1.12***

1.11***

1.19***

1.10***

1.20***

R-Squared

0.93

0.93

0.93

0.93

0.92

ln PT

Note: ***, **, and * denote significance level of 1%, 5%, and 10%, respectively.
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Here are some main findings in Table 2:











The residents’ economic status, such as the bank deposit
per capita, plays a positive role on the number of bidders
and the average price, which indicates the economic
variables on the auction market cannot be ignored. If
Shanghai enjoys a stable economic development in the
coming years, the number of bidders and the annual
average price are expected to increase steadily.
The rail transit construction and the rail utilization
(represented by the number of passengers served per
mileage in Table 2) have lessened the quotas (with no
significant) and the number of bidders (partially
significant), which suggests the continuous supply of rail
transit construction and the service improvement can
relieve the quota demand.
The air quality (SO2) leads to a drop in the quotas. Since
air pollution comes from car exhaust, the air quality is
regarded as an important reason during the public
decision-making of quota release.
The increase in the annual average price boosts the
quotas.
In the same period (year), the number of bidders and the
annual average price mutually restrain each other, and
the increasing number of bidders in the same period
(year) can ease the price rise.
Due to the market expectation, the auction price
continues to rise based on its own inertia.

Summary of Impact Mechanism
Based on the analysis, this section summarizes the external
factors affecting the quota auction market and the correlation of
internal variables (see Figure 4).
The external factor like the higher residents’ income has driven
up the number of bidders and the average price. However, the
rail transit construction and the air quality have lessened the
number of bidders and the released quotas.
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Figure 4: Influence of external factors and the internal correlation of auction
market.

Inside the auction market, the quotas, the number of bidders and
the average price form a more complicated correlation:
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The auction price reflects the scarcity of license plate
quota. The rising price of land and the limited space
generation in megacities have decided the quota price has
a lasting growth trend. Thus the auction price has an
innate growth if the local economy continuously
increases.
Before setting the price cap in April 2013, the number of
bidders and the average price inhibited each other in the
same period but reinforced each other in a long run.
Meanwhile, the rate of price volatility could recover to
the median level, which contributed to make the price
increasing stable. However, after setting the price cap in
April 2013, the rate of price volatility turns to be flat.
This released a signal the price would not climb up
sharply so that more bidders would like to join in the
auction. The winning bid rate declines continuously.
In a long-term, a positive incentive in the auction market
shows the volume of quotas and number of bidders would
increase with the average price. In turn, both the growth
www.videleaf.com
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of bidders and the average price will help to boost the
quota release. This trend will easily lead the quotas to
exceed the planned upper limit and the expected
objectives of car ownership control policy are hard to
achieve.

Conclusions
Shanghai has taken the car ownership control policy for more
than thirty years. Taking Shanghai as an example, this paper
highlights the quota auction for private car license by key policy
events and analyzes the motivating and resistance factors of the
policy evolution. It also evaluates the policy impacts, especially
macro-policy effects with elasticity of motor vehicle growth and
some statistical learning methods and regression models. Since
more cities in China join in the line to make car purchase
restriction in practice, some systematic evaluation is needed for
fulfilling such regulatory policies.
The car ownership control policy direct slow down the car
growth, however, the policy impacts on the automobile industry,
upstream and downstream industries, traffic congestion and
environment, car management with nonlocal license and social
justice still need analysis in detail. And its correlation with other
transport policies of car use also needs further clarification.
Besides, many issues related to consumer behavior, such as car
preference, selection of local or nonlocal license, individual and
family spending on travel, still need to carry out delicacy
analysis. The future research will eventually form a closed loop
of policy evaluation from micro level to macro level.
As a high-density city like Shanghai, the conflict between
motorized development and space constraint will persist for a
long time. This contradiction is displayed in various symptom of
market failure, such as imbalance in traffic supply and demand,
network congestion and regional pollution from car emission.
Compared with regulating car use such as congestion pricing and
parking charge, car ownership control is traditionally regarded as
an inefficient alternative. It is not conducive to automobile
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industry, hinders the individual right from motorized travel so
that it is not applied in most countries.
However, in recent years, with the haze and traffic congestion
worsening, a few cities with high-density use the car ownership
control as means of slowing down the car growth from the
source. Some regulatory policies on car ownership have also
been implemented and promoted in China. For the urgency of
environment improvement and the pressure on urban traffic
management, car ownership control still has some positive
policy value, such as better achieving the expected objective to
slow down the car growth, gaining a valuable opportunity for
transit development and delaying new control on car use in these
cities.
For a few cities which apply the quota auction to assign the
private car license, the continuous increase of bidding price
suggests a stronger car and quota demand. This also sets up a
difficulty of quota management. The demand for cars has raised
up the bidding intensity and the winning price increases
continuously, further driving up the volume of quota release in
turn. This trend can easily lead to quota assignment exceeding
the planning limit, making it difficult to achieve settled target for
car ownership control.
One particular example that can be taken for reference is
Singapore. The Land Transport Authority has stopped adding
new cars to the road from February 2018 and plans to lessen the
annual growth rate of cars from 0.25% to 0%, considering land
constraints and competition demand, and the limited scope for
further expansion of the road network. Then, new car owners
will need to buy a certificate of eligibility that allows them to
hold the car for 10 years. And a limited number of certificates
will be issued by monthly auction.
For regulating the mobility, is it a matter of waiting to get worse,
or is it a matter of being proactive and curing an untreated illness
for the future? Each city owns different public value and has its
rational choice to answer this question. In recent years, shared
mobility service such as ride-hailing and car rental has brought
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new opportunity for deregulating the private mobility, however,
coordinated multimodal development has always been the
ultimate goal of transport policy.
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